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ABC revokes alcohol
Ir licenses at JM's Grill
KATHERYN LENKER
news editor

KARYN VONDOLA/conlribuling photographer

The sign outside of JM's Grill tells the story: the Virginia Alcohol
Beverage Control revoked JM's alcohol licenses Thursday.

The state Alcohol Beverage
Control Board revoked the ABC
licenses of JM's Grill Thursday.
The board's official order said
it substantiated five of six
charges lodged against JM's and
said it revoked the beer and wine
on premises and beer and keg off
premises licenses of JM's and its
owner, Jon Waterman. By
revoking JM's ABC licenses,

alcohol can no longer be served.
Jennifer Farinholt, public
information manager for ABC,
said an appeal for the revocation
was filed Thursday.
Richmond attorney Michael
Lafayette, counsel for Waterman,
declined comment for The Breeze
but said in Feb. 4 Daily NewsRecord that he is seeking a quick
hearing on a temporary
injunction barring the ABC from
taking JM's ABC licenses until
the appeal is heard.

"I filed a notice (of appeal)
within minutes of receipt (of the
order)," Lafayette said in the
DN-R.
Waterman said the board
denied the temporary injunction
for the ABC license. JM's appeal
on the revocation will be heard
Feb. 24, Waterman said. JM's will
remain open and continue to
serve food while awaiting the
board's decision on the appeal,
Waterman said.
see JM's page 9

Students criticize racial preference study
Short-sided report didn't consider additional admissions factors, riches cultural diversity provides
KATHERYN LENKER
news editor
A study about supposed racial
referencing in higher education
released Jan. 27 has drawn fire
for its methods while sparking
discussion about admissions
policies and diversity at JMU.
The study, released by the

Washington, D.C.-based Center
for Equal Opportunity, stated
African-American students were
26 times more likely to get into
JMU as an equally qualified
white student, while Hispanics
were 1.74 times more likely to get
in. The study showed that little,
if any, preference was given to
Asians.

Minority enrollment has
grown, with a 7.8 percent
increase in African-American
students, a 12.5 percent increase
in Hispanic students and a 23
percent increase in Asian student
enrollment. White student enrollment rose 13.5 percent, the same
growth percentage of the overall
student body.

Students across campus talked
about the study and its impact.
Some students attacked the
study and said they think its
assumptions are flawed.
"The study does a horrible
job," said Stephen Roberts,
vice president of the Asian
Student Union. "It only
focuses on numbers and peo-

ple aren't numbers."
In addition, the study's failure
to take into account extracurricular activities and background
also skewed the study's findings,
he said.
Melissa Gruz, president of
Club Latino, said diversity isn't
see REACTION page 9

Three Kappa Sigma members
heading to hills to fight cancer
M
ELANIE JENNINGS
contributing writer

Two JMU alumni and a
senior are gearing up to literally
take a hike this summer to raise
money for a national charity.
Graduates Mike Adamo ('97),
Steve Beggs ('98) and senior
Blaine Garrison are in the middle
of planning and raising funds for
the 2,160-mile Appalachain Trail
hike, which they have penned
"Adventure Treatment."
The funds the three raise willgo
to the American Cancer Society
(ACS). As of now, the three haven't
formulated a fund-raising goal.
Two years ago, doctors diagnosed Beggs with a fibromixoid
pelvic tumor. Although he is
currently in remission, Adamo
and Garrison originally
weren't sure if Beggs would be

able to handle the hike.
Beggs said, "Mike, Blaine and
I decided to create Adventure
Treatment when we realized our
love of both the outdoors and
technology."
With the help of Cathleen
Snyder, marketing instructor, the
group focused their goals and
began to develop a strategy to
market Adventure Treatment to
possible sponsors, Garrison said.
The idea for the project originated last August, when Adamo
and Garrison hiked part of the
Appalachian Trail. The two
decided they wanted to hike the
entire trail.
When both men thought
about who they could ask to
accompany them, Beggs came to
mind. But they were afraid
Beggs' cancer would prevent
him from going.
"There's a lot of changes that

occur" in someone's life when
they have cancer, Adamo said.
"Steve's been sick, but he can
do it."
Adamo said the group's mission consists of three main goals.
Primarily, they want to raise
awareness and money for the
ACS. Second, the men hope to
publicize the sport of Ultralight
Backpacking. Finally, they want
to inspire cancer survivors.
The hike is scheduled to
begin in May at Springer Mountain, Ga. and end in Mt. Kahatdin, Maine in August. Normally
the hike takes around six months
to complete, but Adamo said the
group hopes to complete the task
within four months.
In the meantime, Adamo said
the three men are working to
obtain the necessary funds and

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAPPA SIGMA
Steve Beggs ('98) (I) and senior Blaine Garrison wH hike the Appalachain

see HIKE page 9

Trail this summer with Mike Adamo ('97) to raise money for cancer.
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• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stripped two surplus
vehicles of their batteries near
the South Main warehouse
sometime between the Fall of
1998 and now. One of the
vehicles also had its air
breather removed.
The stolen items' value is
$80.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a DMV
handicapped hang tag from a
car in H-lbt between Feb. 4
at 5:30 p.m. and Feb. 5 at
1:55 a.m.
*

Obscene Telephone Call

• An obscene telephone call
received in a residence hall on
Feb. 4 is currently under
investigation.
Recovered
Stolen
Property
• A Costco shopping cart was
recovered by a campus police
officer at Potomac Ha* on Feb.
4 at 8:30 a.m.
The shopping cart rs wqrth
$240.
The cart was returned to its
owner by the Parking Staff.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, FEB. 8

• College Libertarians, 8 p.m., Keezell 307
• Contemporary Music Festival Concert, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall auditorium, call x3481

• College Republicans Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 400, call Stephanie at
438-3160

• Drug Prohibition Forum, 8 p.m., Keezell 307, call Colin at 4344610

• Contemporary Music Festival Concert, 8 p.m., Emmanuel Episcopal Church, call x3481

• Harmony Meeting 8:30 p.m., Taylor 311, call Chris Dolce at x6000

• Psychology Peer Advising Open House, 10 a.m., Johnston 113,
call x6214
• Rape Aggression Defense System Self-Defense for Women, 1
p.m., University Training Center, call x6727
• UPB Cinematic Events Publicity Meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 233, email Matthew at slaleymr@jmu.edu

• Psychology Peer Advising Open House, 10 a.m., Johnston 113,
callx62l4

• Circle K Meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 404

Cleveland
Duke

#
.;.;.;■

South Main St.

Anthony-

JSeeger

• SGA Meeting, 5 p.m., Highlands Room, call x6376
• Students for Camp Heartland Meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call
Sarah at x6332
• UPB Technical Services Committee, 5 rp.m., Taylor 233, call Caseyy
atx6217

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10

TUESDAY, FEB.
• Bible Study, 7:15 p.m., Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry,
call Jason at 432-0302

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall
:i

• Campus Assault Response Helpline, 6 p.m., Maury 205, call
Melanie at 438-8053

• Contemporary Music Festival Lecture, 1:25 p.m., Anthony-Seeger
auditorium, call x3481

LOCATION

• Contemporary Music Festival Concert, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeeer
6
Auditorium, call x3481
*
• Evening prayer, 9:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Christine at 574-0534

bKi i. / [•:

WEATHER
Partly cloudy, high
62°F, low 36°F.
WEDNESDAY: Partly cloudy, high
73oF,low40°F.
THURSDAY: Thunderstorms,
high 66°F, low 55°F.
FRBAY: Mostly cloudy, high
60°F,Iow49°F.
TUESDAY:

CLASSIFIEDS
New Beetle-mania
VWs new Beetle seems a
nil with affluent baby
boomers: 23 percent of
households buying one have
$50,000-$74,999 income;
21 percent more than
$125,000. Age of head of
household.

MARKET WATCH
AMEX

NASDAQ

S&P 500

§0.86

#3645

#9.09

close: 706.26

close: 2373.62

close: 1239.40

Friday, Feb. 5,1999

How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $250 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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Automation could alleviate space shortage
Computerized classroom scheduler being tested; could be implemented in fall
ARCIA APPERSON
staff writer
After three years of research and preliminary work, the university will most
likely go forward in the Fall with a new
system for assigning classrooms that
could reduce some of the classroom space
limitations on campus.
Schedule25, a computer software program developed by Universal
Algorithms, Inc., will maximize classroom space, said Vice President of
Academic Affairs Douglas Brown.

SCHEDULE25
WHAT: A new system that automates
the classroom allocation system
HOW: By considering professors' variables, it assigns courses to classrooms across campus
WHEN: Being tested now; could be
used in Fall '99
Brown called the computer program a
"fairly elaborate scheduling system."
And the UAI Web site called
Schedule25 "an automatic, bulk class-

room scheduling software system that and space in classrooms, Eton said.
optimizes room assignments in seconds."
It also allows professors to put certain
David Eton, director of academic constraints on the classroom selection
resource planning and analysis, said, based on preferences such as technology,
"UAI is the develsize and building.
oper of Scheduled,
The system does
t<
the scheduling softnot randomly assign
ware package that
any classroom since
is currently under
professors can put
testing... at JMU."
building preferences
The current sysin the system, Sproles
tem for assigning
said.
"The system ...
>y
classroom space is
allowed us to put in
"a hodge podge
constraints
in
kind of situation,"
requesting rooms so
Brown said.
that it would be posDouglas Brown sible for English
"Departments
vice president of academic affairs classes to have
own certain kinds
of space."
Keezell as the first
Several profeschoice," she said.
sors said the current method of assigning
Cole Welter, director of the School of
space is inefficient.
Art and Art History, said, "The program
"It is time consuming and frustrat- is very helpful in making the best use of
ing," Karyn Sproles, head of the English all available rooms, minimizes the timedepartment, said. "We often have to consuming hand work now involved in
reschedule a class completely, moving it putting together classroom schedules,
to a new time in order to find an appro- and makes a recurring burden on staff a
priate classroom."
little easier to handle."
Schedule25 assigns classrooms based
The system is used "at over 300 colon the professors' needs for technology leges and universities worldwide,"

Professors are more
satisfied with
the classrooms
they get.

according to the UAI Web site.
Brown said in his research of the program, he has found it successful at other
universities. "Professors are more satisfied
with the classroom they get," he said.
Welter's previous university, the
University of Alaska, used the software
package. "While it took a couple of semesters to work out the bugs, once it was finetuned, it worked very well during the five
years I had experience with it," he said.
Brown said the road to getting the system online has been a three-year process,
including some recent trial runs.
The system trials revealed several
interesting changes in scheduling, Brown
said. Foremost is the system's desire to
expand classes later in the day.
For example, it is now more difficult
to fill the early morning times and the
late afternoon timeslots on Fridays,
Brown said.
"What happens now is there are certain times no one wants to use," Brown
said. But if faculty and students used all
timeslots available, many of the classroom
overcrowding issues could be solved,
Brown said.
"We wouldn't have a classroom space
problem," Brown said.

UPB premieres new
cable movie channel
ANGELA HAIN
staffwriter

/

ERIN KXlLVJcontribtuing photographer
Marajean Denman, a national speaker, taits about abstinence to a Greek^ponsored olscusswn Wednesday.

Speaker endorses sexual
abstinence until marriage
LAN1E JENNINGS
taffwriter
When it comes to sex,
women are usually guided by
their emotions and their hormones, a national speaker told
100 women in Zane Showker
Hail Wednesday.
Mara jean Denman began
the lecture, called "Let's Talk
About Sex," by saying she is a
"great fan" of sex, but as a

Christian,her view of sex has
mostly been shaped by her faith.
Denman acknowledged that
"when it comes to sex, {women]
get stupid" by allowing emotions and hormones to overcome rational thoughts.
"When I was in college,
the decision was moral
whether or not to have sex,"
Denman said. "Today it's also
a health decision."
Greek Bible study groups
organized the event, but mem-

bers and non-members of Greek
organizations attended.
One of every three sexually
active women contracts a sexually transmitted disease, Denman
told the group. This is a serious
problem since women's symptoms are often masked, silently
causing infertility and other
health problems, she said.
But Denman said there are
more than Just physical probsee ABSTINENCE page 7

The University Program
Board began airing a campus
movie channel last week, and
movies will continue to be
shown on campus channel 60
until the end of the preview period on Feb. 28.
"Right now, we are trying
out the movie channel to see
how much students enjoy it,"
said Chris Stup, coordinator
for student organization services at UPB.
"After this month of previewing, we will survey students about the channel, and try
to obtain funds in next year's
budget to purchase the equipment needed to begin airing the
movie channel permanently,"
Stup said.
If the budget proposal is
approved, the UPB channel will
continue airing movies at the
beginning of the fall semester.
The UPB pursued the idea of
a campus movie channel after
several students and Student
Government Association members requested such a channel to
the JMU Telecom office last year.
"The telecommunications
office contacted me and said that
students wanted an HBO or
Cinemax channel to be able to
view commercial-free movies,"
Stup said. "Because of the cost
involved with contracting these
companies, the idea was not

plausible. However, Swank
Motion Pictures, the cpmpany
contracted at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, offers such a service to
college campuses."
Residence Life Cinema, the
service provided by Swank
Motion pictures, only contracts
with colleges for one year at a
time. In order to make sure the
movie channel is a good investment, the UPB decided to preview the movie channel for a
month to assess the popularity
of the service.
Jim McConnel, director of
campus life, said the cost to students will be minimal. "Swank
Motion Pictures will charge the
university according to the number of rooms with cable services," he said. "Therefore, all
students living on campus with
cable outlets in their rooms will
be charged approximately $3 to
$4 more per year for the room
rate fees. The students will only
see a one time fee for the service,
not a monthly bill for the channel."
So far the channel has been a
great hit, Stup said. Stup said
that everyone is talking about it
on campus, and even off-campus students are coming to oncampus facilities with televisions
to view the movies.
"The movie channel is just
like HBO," junior Aram
Mazmanian said. "It's cool
because you don't have to spend
see UPB page 7
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Thank You
to the JMU Community
for Another Sold Out Show!
A Tribe Called Quest
Convo • 10/4/96

Bela Fleck & the Flecktones
Wilson • 3/15/97

Rusted Root
Convo • 1/20/97

Norm MacDonald
Wilson • 3/20/98

Third Eye Blind w/ Eve 6
Convo 11/17/98
Ben Harper
Wilson • 3/3/98

Busta Ryhmes

UHiYEHsrnr PIOGIAM BOAID

Convo • 1/30/99

UPB

a The Flipmoie Sinl
i

JANES

miisii

IIITEISITI

Interested in joining the
University Program Board?
Stop by Taylor 233,
call x6217 or visit our website:
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/upb/
■
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An appeal-ing process
Committee reviews complaints, grants appeals when warranted
RENT HEUPEL
taff writer
While walking to your car,
you happen to notice that an
infamous white slip of paper has
been distributed by the JMU
Parking Staff.
If you happen to get a ticket
and feel it was done in error,
there's something you can do
about it.
Students can appeal parking
tickets within 10 calendar days
from the date the ticket was
issued, said Tara Armentrout,
manager of the JMU parking
division.
Between September and
November, 460 parking tickets
were appealed, said Armentrout.
About 10 percent of all
appeals suceed, Musselman
said. "Over the years [that number] stays consistent."
Once a student appeals a ticket it is reviewed by Parking Staff
employees and a Parking
Review Committee, Armentrout
said.
The Parking Staff in
Shenandoah Hall reviews the
appeal initially to save the
appeals committee from reviewing the appeal unnecessarily.
The staff voids tickets when
they were at fault, Armentrout

said. For example, if the proper
sign wasn't posted in an area and
you receive a ticket in that area,
then ticket is voided, Armentrout
said.
Other appeals, such as parking illegally outside of a campus
building are sent to the appeals
committee. The Parking Appeals
Committee consists of 20 members, including faculty, students
and staff.
Those members are then broken down into groups of five,
said Associate CIS Professor
Donald Musselman, who has
been the chair of the appeals
committee for 20 years.
The committee chair reads
the appeal statement, which
doesn't contain the appellant's
name or position.
After the chair reads the
appeal statement and any supporting documentation, the
committee discusses the appeal
and votes whether or not to
uphold the decision. The appellant is then notified whether
their appeal passed or not. If the
appeal was denied, the committee explains why it didn't pass,
and offers suggestions on how
to avoid future tickets,
Musselman said.
The committee isn't confined
by any guidelines from the university, Musselman said.

"We look for reasons to
uphold appeals," Musselman
said. "If there's any doubt, we
side with the student."
However, Musselman warns
that tickets of "convenience" aren't
usually upheld. For example, if
they parked illegally to run into
Dukes or an academic building.
Committee member and
Health Sciences Professor
Anthony Bopp added, "length
of time isn't a factor." "(We ask
whether there was] some way
he could have avoided [the ticket], or if there were problems
with rules or if the signs were
clearly marked."
Appeals are usually upheld if
one's car breaks down or if they
were at the Health Center.
Bopp said supporting evidence
is key for winning an appeal.
An appeal has no chance of
winning if students break the
state's parking regulations as
wellasJMUJs.
"You're better off parking in
the grass then in a handicap
space or a fire line," Bopp said.
However, Bopp also said the
committee works to help the students. "Sometimes the students
are harder on students than the
faculty," Bopp said.
The committee also works to
help prevent students from getting tickets, Bopp said. For

Is it The Truman Show?
No, it's Web Dorm
m

placed, but once it is placed it remains in that locaR A HAFER
tion 24 hours a day.
staff writer
WebDorm.com also includes a chat room for
online conversation, a guest book for e-mail and
It's not exactly "Candid Camera," but a new
limited biographies of each student.
"This has been exciting so far," a sophomore
web site is featuring live, unedited views into the
lives of several college students.
WebDormer at Cornell University said. "I'm getCollegeWeb.com recently recruited eight stuting use to being a WebDormer now," the students from various colleges in New England to dent, whose Web Dorm identity is "Mr. Orange.'
"I change in a corner or in
place small cameras
the bathroom and my roomin their dorms for a ((
mate's bed and mine are loftsemester while the
/ get a lot Of
pkOTie Calls.
J r
ed above the camera's eye,"
images are played
°
for anyone to see on Most are like 'Wow! I can see "Mr. Orange" said.
"Mr! Orange" comthe Internet.
pared
Web Dorm to a modAllison Mahoney, yQU faMllS
tO YYie OYl the
u
ified version of MTV's
a representative tor -/
coiiegeWeb.com, nnone over the Internet, raise "Real World."
But he said Web Dorm
said
the,
site, *
,,
is more exciting because it
"WebDorm.com," y0ur [eft arm or something!
was live and unedited. He
places cameras in por- '
^
"
tions of dorm rooms
"Mr. Orange" also said the Web site has
then broadcasts stuWeb Dorm resident given him a lot of publicity
from college newspapers
dents' everyday inter'
throughout the country.
actions for a semester as snapshots on the Internet.
"I get a lot of phone calls," he said. "Most are like
These snapshots change every 30 seconds.
'Wow I can see you talking to me on the phone over
Mahoney said each "WebDormer" receives a
the Internet, raise your left arm or something!'"
web camera from CollegeWeb.com, free of charge,
which they can keep at the end of the semester.
see WEB DORM page 36
"Webdormers" can choose where the camera is

ANNE WHITLEY/contributing photographer

A parking ticket adorns the hood of an illegally parked car. The
appeals process offers students chance to plead their case.

example, parking at the music
building used to be a high ticket
area, until the committee voted
to put the meters in. "We do
what we can to fix the system,"
Bopp said.
Some students on campus said
the appeals process is fair, while
others have ^different opinion.
"I think that [the appeal
process] is fair, because it's a
democratic way to do it," sophomore marketing major Abbey
Green said. "It's not like one person is deciding. If you get a ticket, it's not the final call."
However, Mike Rohde, a
fifth-year graduate student has
a different opinion. His appeal

was recently denied and he
said he didn't have much say.
"You don't know what's
going on. I had no say, except for
my statement," Rohde said. "[I
wish they'd] give you more of a
say. Maybe give you a day to go
speak your mind."
Both students said the new
parking deck could only help the
limited parking on campus.
"[There is] not enough resident parking at all,". Green said.
"[If they] put it close to main
campus it would be helpful."
Rohde said, "I'd imagine it
would help — It can't get much
worse, right now there's
nowhere to park."

Greek Life caucus
discusses past, future
i
MY BAFUMO
contributing writer

Representatives from different Greek Letter Organizations
and one non-Greek sat on a
panel Thursday night to host the
second annual forum on the
past, present and future of Greek
life.
International business fraternity Delta Sigma Pi has sponsored the event for the past two
years. Mediator Jamie Colbert
said he hopes to continue the tradition next year.
"I would like to see people
bring this into their own organizations and bridge the gaps
between Greeks and nonGreeks," he said.
Four types of GLO's were discussed including honor societies,
professional fraternities, historically African-American fraternities
and social establishments.
According to a brochure
handed out at the door, the purpose of this event was, "to provide a detailed look at the history

of the GLO, discuss the similarities
and differences between them,
dispel myths and stereotypes of
fraternities and sororities and
break down the barriers between
Greeks and independents."
"The first Greek organization
at Madison College was Sigma
Sigma Sigma in 1939 followed by
Alpha Sigma Alpha," Colbert
said. "They lived in the houses
across from the quad."
Kappa Alpha, which also has
a chapter at JMU, remains the
oldest surviving fraternity in
America, established in 1825.
Panelists and audience members discussed various parts of
Greek organizations.
Panelists defined some terms
associated with Greek organizations that often show up in the
news and various other parts of
college life.
Hazing was described by
Colbert as, "a pledge or member
forced to do something against
their will."
Alpha Phi Alpha representasee GREEK UFE page 12
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Crab Legs Nite
Jimmy O
Tuesday Night

Wednesday Night

Textbook convenience in
two locations:

Clam Night

JMU Bookstore Hours of Operation: ^/rjjv

Oysters $3/doz.

Thursday Night
All Legal Beverages

Java Soup
10 p.m.

Come in for Jerry Springer,
5-6 p.m.,
Specials for every punch!

TEXTBOOKS

Saturday, Feb. 13

Mon.-Tues. 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 2
Wed.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
BOOKM
Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

College Store East Hours of Operation:
Mon.-Thurs. 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Fri.
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

[Q
k / college
©enter

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Same Owner/Now Name

20 W. Water St. Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

Wear the T-shirt or carry *. card.
Either way, you can win

Stop by our store at 75 S. Court Square for details.

$500 Spring Break Give Away
TjAKiES X/fCTp-TOTvTE
jcsvelr"y
*~~*~

(540)433-1833
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Alternative trips fill quickly
EATHER O'KEEFE
contributing writer
Some students line up in the early
morning hours to buy concert tickets.
Others line up before dawn to sign up to
spend their spring breaks volunteering
for trips sponsored by CommunityService Learning.
This March, there will be 19 trips to
locations ranging from Florida to New
York, as well as two international trips to
Dominica and Mexico.
Rich Harris, assistant director for leadership, service, and transitions, spoke to students Wednesday at Hillcrest Hall. Harris,
who oversees the Community ServiceLearning aspects of the center, said, "the
power of the trip is the partnership."
The trips are sponsored by the Center
for Leadership, Service and Transitions,
Habitat for Humanity, Presbyterian
Campus Ministry and Catholic Campus
Ministry as an alternative to the usual
spring break destinations, Harris said. On
the trip the group gives their assistance
where needed, Harris said.
Senior Sara Wolf, student coordinator
for the Alternative Spring Break programs, said people go on the trips for a
variety of reasons. "I think people who
are interested in service find it a good
opportunity. People want to make a difference and do something other than
party their spring break away," she said.
Sign-ups for the breaks began the
Monday after Thanksgiving break, and
the 150 slots were filled up within eight
hours. This year's trips include providing

H

LEIGH ENNlSlconlrihuting photographer

Rich Harris spoke to students Wednesday about various Alternative Spring Break
trips sponsored by Community Service Learning.

health education and screening services to
the homeless and farm workers in southern Florida, repairing houses in the
Appalachia area in West Virginia, restoring hiking trails in Kentucky, volunteering at an AIDS residency in Jacksonville,
Fla. and planting trees in Dominica.
Each destination group is headed by
two student co-leaders and a faculty partner. Prior to the announcement of the trip,
the leaders gather for training from
October through February. The group
meets for two hours each week to practice
team building, review conflict resolution
skills and leam how to work with the host
site, Harris said.
By going on the Alternative Spring
Break trips, Wolf said learning comes

from all directions. "Students are seeing
how they can make a difference in the
lives of others while they practice building partnerships with those they are
working alongside with,"she said.
A meeting is held in September for
those interested in becoming leaders for
the Alternative Spring Break program.
During the meeting, applicants talk
about the expectations, roles, and commitment level that are necessary. The
leadership team reviews the applications of prospective leaders.
Junior Sarah Joscelyne, a co-leader of the
trip to Emmaus House in Harlem, N.Y., will
focus on urban issues, hopelessness, and
hunger. The trips planned activities include
midnight soup runs to Manhattan hang-

outs, interacting with homeless residents
and maintenance of the Emmaus Home.
Joscelyne said she is returning to the
Alternative Spring Break program after
having a positive experience working at
an AIDS shelter in New Orleans last year.
"I thoroughly enjoyed getting to
know the residents and seeing AIDS as
more than a disease," she said. "I was able
to put faces with it."
Sponsors of the programs have been
working to make the trips more affordable, Harris said. In the past several
years, the prices have been steadily
decreasing, he said. All domestic trips
taking place this spring, regardless of
destination, cost the same amount so that
students don't base their project selections primarily on price.
The trip's $180 cost includes food, shelter and transportation. The prices are kept
relatively low by using vans for transportation and sleeping in churches and
community centers for shelter, Harris said.
The sponsors of the trip continue to look
for new ways to lower prices and are now
offering scholarships for those interested.
Upon return, individual trip groups
continue to meet weekly for three weeks
to discuss lasting thoughts and impressions. On March 29 there is a Spring Break
reflection meeting in which members of
all group's gather together to share experiences. "The trips are incredibly different,
but what people learn is generally the
same," Harris said.
Joscelyne said, "I think for me the main
reason I go on the trips is that the whole
experience changes me as an individual."

Abstinence promoted at UPB launches channel
'Let's Talk About Sex'
UPB, from page 3

ABSTINENCE, from page 3
lems with premarital sex.
God created sex for reasons other
than procreation or physical enjoyment,
Denman said. God intends sex to be an
act between married couples that creates an intimacy "so glued together that
if anything interrupted [their relationship] they would be torn apart," she
said. "You cannot just give yourself
physically. There's some part of ourselves we can't get back."
Denman said she hopes that people
who treat sex as casually as "drinking a
glass of water . . . [will] change [their]
definition of the values of sex" to something more meaningful and special.
Denman also urged women to make
choices early about where to draw the line
sexually in a relationship. Waiting to talk
about things until when in the "heat of
the moment" leads to regret and
heartache, she said.
After delivering her message, Denman
invited women in the audience to write
questions that she would answer.
One woman asked if women and
men can just be friends after having sex.
Denman answered, "You cannot just be
friends with a man when you've been
intimate [with him]. You either become
enemies or have no relationship at all."
Sophomore Lisa Bates invited

Denman to speak, and said she was
pleased with the message.
"[Denman] has a unique perspective
on sex and women," Bates said.
"People skirt around spiritual issues a
lot. It was good for people to hear [the
Christian] perspective [on sex] ... it
gets them thinking."
Senior Jessica Miller attended the
event, and said that Denman's energy and
dynamic speaking style made her an
interesting speaker. "She totally related to
us as college women," Miller said. "[Her
speech] restated my convictions about
why I have my values the way they are."
Denman has traveled throughout the
United States and Europe, speaking to
audiences of all ages for 26 years.
Denman said that her main reason for
speaking is to inform people about potential pitfalls they may face in life.
"I'm very angered when I see lies
being reported as the truth or the truth
being reported as a lie," she said. "Lies
kill and they destroy. I love to help
people think."
Denman, who is also a member of
the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, graduated from the University of Texas in
1970 with a degree in speech correction. She also holds two master's
degrees — one in psychology and
another in biblical studies.

money to rent movies and it's more convenient to just turn on the TV."
During the preview month, movies
will air Sunday through Wednesday at
7 and 9:30 p.m., Thursday through
Saturday at 8 and 11 p.m., and
Saturday and Sunday matinees at 1:30
and 4'p.m.
A concern the UPB office had was that
the movie channel would take away from
Grafton-Stovall sales. But Stup caid he
doesn't think will be a problem.
"We want the movie channel to be a complement to Grafton-Stovall," Stup said. 'Tor
example, if we are going to show 'Scream 2'
at the theatre, then we would show 'Scream'
on the UPB channel for the students who
want to see it before the sequel."
The movies that are played at GraftonStovall are released six weeks before the
UPB channel would have access to show
it. This would mean that students who
wanted to see the new releases would still
have to go to the theatre. Also, just
because a movie shows at the theatre does
not mean it will also air on television,
Stup said.
Freshman Mike Montelenone said
the channel will not undermine the theatre experience.
"I will still go to Grafton-Stovall for
movies because it has an atmosphere you
cannot get at home," he said. "It's also a
better place to go out and meet up with
friends to watch a movie."

. If the channel becomes permanent,
movies will continue to show only during designated hours. Stup said UPB
hopes to be able to use the extra broadcasting time to air sold-out concerts, JMU
student video projects or possibly live
coverage of campus events, such as guest
speakers, for student viewers at home.
"This will allow students who cannot
attend sold-out events to be able to watch
it on TV," Stup said.
The Residence Life Cinema recommends that a college of JMU's size purchase a service showing 14 different
movies per month. A committee of students will be established on campus to
choose the movies that will be shown
during each month, Stup said.
Surveys will also be periodically distributed to make sure movies are being
chosen that grab student interest. The
UPB will have access to movies for the
channel at the same time the movies are
released in rental stores.
Movie listings are currently found in
Monday issues of the Breeze. Next year,
the UPB plans to provide listings on
Channel 60, as well as provide a movie
guide for residents.
So far there has been a lot of support
for the movie channel, Stup said.
"We have received dozens of e-mails
supporting the channel and the SGA has
been very supportive as well," Stup said.
"Hopefully the channel will be able to be
funded for the upcoming years."
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Keep HARMFUL salt off
your car this winter
20 W. Water St., downtown Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 p.m., Sun. 12-5 p.m.

433-5550

New releases
on Tuesday

i*«
WT FtATUPF

V

Protect the engine of your car as well
with an oil change every 3,000 miles

Other Ones
(Grateful Dead members 2 CD-live)

Collective Soul

.*»

Upcoming possibilities:

llffiSEiF
Behind the Valley Mall
next to Midas on Deyerle
Ava, off University Blvd

Feb. 23: ROOTS, Too Short, Eminem
March: Nas, Silverchair, Blur, Fear Factory
/rzAf\\
(540/

CCA O^TOC
J04L AVA-J

• Very fast special orders at no extra charge.
• Tons of New & Used CDs, tapes, Lps, posters & more

Call for directions.

Mister Chips & College Center East Convenience Store

* VALENTINES DAY *
Place orders at Mister Chips and College Center East Convenience Store
during regular business hours. Delivery available as noted below.

£

^lou&t/ oualUu^ptiMii^tS'i/ncludi/ny toaefr andc#inaU<m>S'. S*iiMila&t/e<i/tvsingle/,
hall dfrzens and full dozen quantUea untapped &P i/n^ a uas&.

Delivery*

$2.00 Per Order.
Fri, Feb 12- 1 1 am - 3 pm
(Fri 9-11 faculty & staff only)
Sat, Feb 13- M am - 3 pm
Sun, Feb 14 • noon - 3 pm
(Orders may be picked up)
'Deliveries on campus and
Blue Ridge Hall only
Floral designs services provided by
FLIGHTS OF FANCY

MEfflM-MMgaq

ALSO....PIush Animals
#

valenii/ne/ S/zecia&ss

5 latex balloons
$2.99
with any flower order $2.49
Any $2.95 Mylar with 5 latex balloons
$5.09

Orders also taken at the JMU Bookstore
February 8,9,10 and 11 • 10 am - 5 pm
at our special display table!
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JM's will appeal Board's action
JM's from page 1

should have its license suspended
With the board's decision to for 45 days or 30 days if they paid a
revoke JM's licenses, it declined to $1,000 fine. Waterman said Oglesby
accept an offer in compromise came to this decision after spending
proposed by Lafayette. He offered seven weeks reviewing the twoto substantiate three charges, have day, 19-hour hearing. But within an
JM's licenses suspended for 15 days hour, the board modified this
and pay a $2,000 fine. In exchange, decision and instead proposed
the board would drop the other revocation without reviewing the
three charges and its proposal to transcript, Waterman said.
revoke the licenses.
In the board's order, it
The board's decision to revoke substantiated charges that JM's
was the strongest option it could allowed alcohol consumption after
have chosen. Waterman said he hours, and allowed alcohol
was surprised by the board's consumption in an undesignated
ruling. "For the severity of charges area on Oct. 18, 1997. It also
1 didn't think it would be revoked," substantiated charges that JM's
Waterman said. "1 thought we'd served alcohol to an underaged
get a 15-day suspension."
person on Jan. 16,1998.
Michael Oglesby, ABC chief
Lafayette
offered
to
hearing officer, ruled that JM's substantiate these three charges

in the offer of compromise.
The board also ruled that
Waterman wasn't of "good moral
character and repute," and that on
May 7, 1998, JM's allowed an
intoxicated person to consume
alcohol. Lafayette said in the DN-R
that he didn't agree with the Board
on those charges.
"I don't think the decision
reflects the evidence in the record,"
Lafayette said.
He also said the board missed a
deadline to inform him that they
would be proceeding on those
charges and that Oglesby had
found that the evidence didn't
support those two charges.
According to the report,
Waterman wasn't of "good moral
character" because he was running a

keg business set up under the keg
permit of the Blue Foxx Cafe.
Waterman was the president of the
Bargain Barrel Keg Company, even
though the keg permit was in the
names of former Blue Foxx Cafe
owners Craig Baur and Steve Muller,
according to the board's decision.
But Waterman said this incident,
which occurred while he was in
college, has nothing to do with JM's
or his current business. Raven Inc.
The Blue Foxx Cafe closed in
January after Baur and Muller
voluntarily gave up their ABC
licenses. The Blue Foxx had been
found in violation of several ABC
rules, including Baur and Muller's
involvement in the Bargain Barrel
Keg Company, according to a
report from the ABC.

Reaction: Diversity should be emphasized
REACTION from page 1
only the responsibility of the
admissions staff.
"All of the administration
should be working toward a
diverse campus," Cruz said.
Junior Chris Jones said
although the study asserts that
African-Americans are 25 times
more likely to gain admission to
JMU than white students, in reality that advantage isn't evident
"We're not getting a preference
[in admissions] because the playing field is still uneven," Jones
said. "We're hundreds of years
behind. [African-Americans and
whitesj just started going to
schools together 20-30 years ago."
Stephanie Lee, a member of
ASU, said the study helps students address the issues of
admissions preferences and
diversity.
"Now that we know about the
study, we can ask 'What we can
do about it?'" Lee said. The
study's conclusion that Asians
receive few, if any preferences,
prompted Lee and other ASU
members to question why there
aren't more Asian students here.
There are currently 585 Asian students out of 14/102 total students.
"Either not enough students
are applying or they're being
turned away," Lee said. "Now
we're talking about how to
increase minority numbers."
Jones said the study's focus on
SAT scores puts minorities at a
disadvantage for several reasons.
Many African-American students
take the ACT test in addition to
the SAT because it's designed for
a more diverse audience, he said.
ACT test data wasn't examined
in the study. Many students can't
afford to take the SAT several
times because of its fee, Jones
said. Another factor that influences admissions is the geographic region an applicant
comes from, Jones sakL

Jones, who grew up in
Danville, said an average of
$1,500 is spent on each student in
the school system. This puts students who come from rural areas
at a disadvantage compared to
students from an area like Northern Virginia, where an average of
more than $6,000 is spent on each
student during the school year,
he said.
Sophomore Kenay Wise said
the funding high school systems
receive affects the quality of education students receive. This in
turn can affect SAT scores and
general college preparation.
Wise said she was fortunate to
go to school in Fairfax County
where
she had
a
access
to technology
that
other
s t u dents in
poorer
school
—
districts might not have. In addition, she said she received community support
These resources allowed her to
experience different types of
learning that better prepared her
for JMU where students are
required to write papers, make
presentations and use computers
for research.
Senior Emily Hudak said she
agrees that money and funding is
tied to social equality.
"We need to get away from
race-based policy by giving aid to
students who are economically
disadvantaged," Hudak said. "I
believe most of the continuing
racial antipathy in mis country is
based on economic discrepancy
between groups. Once the divide
between rich and poor is eased so
will the divide between white
and black."
Tyson Brown, public relations

chair for Brothers of a New DirecCruz said instead of focusing
tion, said JMU could help create a on preferences, students should
better environment by reconsid- put more emphasis on enjoying
ering some of its own projects.
and supporting JMU's diversity.
Instead of building a new footJunior Martha-Lynn Harrison
ball stadium, more money should agrees with Cruz. "Programs that
be given for financial aid, Brown encourage diversity are essential
said.
on college campuses," she said.
"We should help students get "How else do minorities overan education and make the world come so many years of disadvana better place," Brown said. "It's tage unless they are guaranteed
depressing to me that it's not our representation?"
attitude." Jones said he faults the
Preferences are needed now to
study and the accompanying make sure minorities can pursue
.media coverage for "creating and an education, Harrison said. This
reiterating racial tension that's will plant seeds for further generdivided people."
ations which will make it easier
Roberts agrees. "The study for younger generations to get an
does a good job of damaging the education.
,^^^^____^____ campus
A lack of financial aid also
commu- keeps students from seeking
nity."
higher education, students said.
Brown
Cruz said financial aid, specifirefutes cally a lack of Latino scholart h e ships, is an obstacle for many
study's Hispanic students. She said after
findings repeatedly asking the financial
Chris Jones and its aid department for help and
junior sociology major
idea that receiving none, she went to the
A "color- Center for Multicultural Student
blind" admissions policy would Services for help.
be better.
"There's the belief that if you're
"We're all equal," Brown said. a student of color, your only help
"GPAs might have some differ- is the CMSS, but it should be the
ence, but look at what we did in responsibility of the entire unihigh school and our organiza- versity," Cruz said.
tions. That's why we're here."
Club Latino now brings in
Jones said he views the study's Americorp to offer scholarships
assertion of admissions prefer- to Latinos, Cruz said.
ences skeptically because of
According to the Jan. 28 and
JMU's low number of minorities.
Feb. 1 issues of The Breeze, minori"If [minorities] are receiving ty enrollment is on the rise for
preferences, our campus would- African-Americans, Hispanics
n't look like it does," Jones said.
and Asians.
Instead of questioning why cer"Minorities' numbers are gettain people are here, Jones said ting better but we still have work
people should ask why prefer- to do," Roberts said.
ences are used.
Sophomore Elizabeth Cave
"We've only been able to go to said she doesn't believe the
schools together for 20-30 years," admissions process is racially
Jones said. "When JMU was built biased.
in 1908, [African-Americans]
"Everyone I've met here seems
couldn't even think of attending right to be here, not just because
and they actually built most of of some aspect [like race]," Cave
the [school]."
said.

If [minorities] are receiving preferences, our campus
would not look like it does.'
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Hike will
raise money
HIKE from page 1
equipment for the hike. As of
now, they have received a solar
powered battery charger from the
Sunwize Technologies Inc., and
are working with Wilderness Voyagers to secure the rest of the backpacking equipment they'll need.
In addition, the group is seeking donations of a laptop computer, a digital camera and a cellular, digital or satellite communications unit or phone. These
items are necessary because the
group is planning on maintaining a web site that will "invite the
public to come along with us" on
the trail. "We'll be the first team
to hike the trail while updating
our Web site," Adamo said.
Garrison said the ACS will
also help provide contacts and
leads about prospective sponsors.
Both Garrison and Adamo said
all donations received when they
are on the trail will go directly to
the ACS. Now that they've
secured national support, the
men said they are looking to the
JMU arid Harrisonburg communities for help. They said they are
seeking grants and donations
HITTING THE TRAIL
Anyone who vyishes to contribute to Adventure Treatment should contact Mike
Adamo, Exercise Physiologist/Hike Coordinator
2494G Reservoir St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
adamomr@jmu.edu

from both corporate and private
sponsors to help finance the project. Beggs, Adamo and Garrison
belong to the Kappa Sigma Fraternity and they said that their
brothers have been very helpful
with Adventure Treatment.
"There are brothers who have
volunteered to talk to family and
friends about [getting] donations," Adamo said.
"We're using all the resources
we
have,
alum
and
undergrad[uate]" to benefit
Adventure Treatment, junior
Peter Meisel, a Kappa Sigma
brother, said. "Anything that
[Mike, Blaine, or Steve] needs of
us, we're willing to help."
Although Garrison said there
are a number of difficult aspects
of the project, he said he thinks
Adventure Treatment is a good
cause. "[We want to] show people that individuals with cancer
can hike the trail," Adamo said.
"Also, it will let us get information out about cancer [while]
raising money," he said.
Beggs said he wants to show
people that "through faith, hope,
willpower and advances in technology, anything is possible,
including a cure for cancer."
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'To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all lite triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
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JMU football program is problematic
Behind every Super Bowl championship, World Series victory,
Olympic athlete and first-place
high school cross-country team is a
coach. Athletes live the glorious
moments that are spoken of in reverent
whispers by broadcasters and are
instant replayed ad infinitum. But long
before the trophy is slipped into the
glass case or the ring onto the finger,
there was a man or woman who lent
their knowledge, dedication, vision,
inspiration and support to these athletes
and helped them reach their potential as
individuals, or as a team.
Alex Wood was named coach of the
JMU football team in 1995 after Rip
Scherer's departure. The team's record
during his first season was an encouraging 8-4, and the Dukes made the playoffs. However, after the initial success of
Mr. Wood's debut, the Dukes haven't
made the playoffs, and haven't even had
a winning record the past two seasons.
In addition, his players have been leaving in unusually high numbers.
Players haven't been the only ones
coming up absent since Mr. Wood's
arrival: In 1994, total attendance for the
six home games was 73,700 while in
1998, attendance was only 60,500 for the
same number of games. Attendance hasn't surpassed 73,700 since 1994 and has
steadily decreased — which is surprising considering JMU's enrollment has

steadily increased. We hate to offer up he* moved Mr. Maddox because he had
yet another argument against building a not been preparing for the upcoming
new stadium to accomadate JMU's bid season as well as backup quarterbacks
toward Division I-A football, but this junior John DeFlippo and freshman
one practically speaks for itself — the Chris Paquette. If that's the case, Mr.
crowd support just isn't there.
Wood has grounds to remove the former
And why isn't it there? Because the quarterback from the team. However,
excitement level surrounding JMU foot- moving Mr. Maddox to a position he
ball is gone. And we're not just talking obviously can't play instead of demoting
about winning games. Winning certain- him to backup status is disappointing.
ly inspires excitement, but it has more
Student athletes demonstrate amazto do with the energy level emanating ing amounts of drive on and off the field
from the players and coach than it does daily — often making sacrifices nonthe record. The talent and ability is athletes can't even comprehend for the
there — but there is no motivational love of a game or event.
force driving or inspiring the team.
This isn't the NFL. The Dukes are a
In a shocking move this past week, Division I-AA football team, like it or
Mr. Wood told JMU's 1998 starting not. At their level, the focus should be
quarterback, Greg Maddox, that he celebrating the glory of the sport,
would be moving him to the position of encouraging players to do their best athwide receiver, according to the Feb. 4 letically and academically and promotissue of The Breeze. Mr. Maddox, a ing school spirit.
senior, has been a starting quarterback
Athletes need a coach who recognizes
for the Dukes for the past three years hard work and rewards it. They also
and holds the JMU record for most pass- need a coach who will be honest with
ing yards in a game. He was on course them if they are not performing up to
to break many more records next year. par, not dne who will move them to a
Mr. Maddox physically isn't capable to position in which they can't possibly sucplay the position of wide receiver, thus ceed. A coach's role is essentially one of
Mr. Wood's decision seems like it was privileged service to the athletes. When
essentially a back-handed way of forc- this ceases to be, as is the case with JMU
ing Mr. Maddox off the team, prompt- football, perhaps Mr. Wood should
ing him to forfeit his scholarship.
reconsider whom he is truly serving, and
Mr. Wood defended his decision on / the university should take a look at the
the radio station WSVA Friday, saying direction its football program is headed.

Question: Should students have to meet a GPA requirement to enter certain majors?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

STEVEN GLASS/staff photographer

"No. The standard
is set with the
acceptance of a
student to the
I university."

Keri Scully
senior, art

"Yes. Slackers
only take up the
space of people
who are willing to
work hard."

Bridget Sweeny
sophomore, English

"No way. Grades
don't reflect the
% skills necessary in
the business
world."

Josh Herbert
sophomore, SMAD

"Yes. It's only a
25 GPA!"

Dan Snyder
sophomore, CIS
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Off-campus students need their Z's
On-campus beds, cots should be administration's top priority
Alas, wee freshmen, you have no
idea what privileged lives you lead
— the new on-campus movie channel, chicken baskets at PC Dukes, bells in
Wilson Hall and most under-appreciated
— the right to sleep. Isn't it nice to jump
right back into bed after mat 8 a.m. class?
Isn't it grand to get a few hours sleep
between lunch and your three o'clock?
Aaaaah, yes. Cherish these precious
moments while you can.
When I moved off-campus, I had no
idea what kind of sacrifice I was making. I
now wander sluggishly from class to class,
hoping along the way I can find a nice
place to rest my weary bones.
I have tried all the tricks. I have been
awakened by the librarians in Carrier
Library, Betty at D-hall and the chimes on
the Quad. After many fruitless efforts to
sleep, there is an epiphany in these words.
After a semester of insomnia, I have come
to the conclusion that this campus needs
one thing more than anything else that is
currently on the table. Hark! This campus
needs beds!
Yes, beds. Beds more than a parking
deck. Beds more than Division I-A football.
Beds more than a new library. What harm
could it be? All we need to do is open up

PC Ballroom, roll in 30 or so beds, and campus students can't just saunter on
charge a fair price for some down-home home for a 45-minute nap like the on-camnappin'.
pus kids. By the time you get home, you
That way, we could destroy the atro- have wasted twenty minutes on the bus,
cious inequity that exists between on-cam- leaving only a precious few moments for
pus and off-campus students. Yes — you! relaxing ocular muscles.
In
Hunter's
Therefore, we
Ridge. You! In
are forced to find
Olde Mill. You!
on-campus soluIn Ashby crosstions. Personally,
ing. Unite and
my endeavors for
declare your
40 on-campus
— Tim Hartman
right to a wellwinks led me
rested educafrom Anthonytion.
Seeger to Zane Showker to no avail.
Think of the new jobs that could be creAfter much frustration, I began wanated by this. The university could pay stu- dering the annals of freshman residence
dents to fluff the pillows, change the sheets halls for empty rooms. (All you have to do
and wake you up at the correct time. is ask and they'll let you in). Although I
Remember in high school, when you found it difficult to sleep under the watchwould feign an upset stomach just to cut ful eye of the Backstreet Boys or 'N Sync, I
some Z's down at the nurse's office? Man, have slept peacefully in many on-campus
that was great. It was even worth the beds for hours on end.
crinkly sanitary paper, wasn't it?
Another solution has led me to the
Even in Corporate America, bosses are Harrisonburg Transit itself. As any offencouraging workers to take a half-hour campus student knows, Harrisonburg
here and 15 minutes there for some shut- Transit can be a comfortable oasis of slumeye. Studies are beginning to show that a ber if you try hard enough. For awhile, I
napped worker is more productive than a found many drivers who were extremely
non-napped worker. And after alt off- willing to wake me after a few circuits to

Breeze Reader's View

Darts & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT

Tim Harttnan is a junior English major.

Pat
A "you-were-inspirational" pat to Marajean
Denman for the incredible talks she gave about
religion and sex this week.
Sent in by a junior who wants to let you know
your words changed her life.

Dart...

Dart...

A "the-deadWOOD-must-go" dart to the JMU
football coach for his major role in the football
team's demise.
Sent in by a football fan who is livid about Greg
Maddox's changed position on the team.

A "what-are-you-afraid-of" dart to the person so
upset about the wet flags flying outside Wilson Hall.
Sent in by a student who finds the symbolism of
taking down flags for inclement weather disturbing.

A "check-your-handbook" dart to my RA who
apparently doesn't realize that quiet hours end at 9
a.m.
Sent in by active girls who live above you and are
tired of your constant bickering when we move our
chairs ever-so-slightly.

Pat.

Pat

Dart...

A"it's-good-to-know-people-like-you-still-exist"
pat to the Harrisonburg Transit bus driver who
helped me on my way home from Valley Mall, and
to the guy who helped me carry all my bags home
from the bus stop.
Sent in by a student who bought more yaffa blocks
than she could carry and appreciated all the help
she received.
if I

Valley Mall or CISAT. The honeymoon
did not last, however. I was forced to
abandon Harrisonburg Transit after
being shaken awake by an all too eager
bus professional from "West Virginny." I
knew I was in for trouble when he grunted that he would drive me to "my own
private Massanutten."
Now, I slowly make my way from class
to class, searching for the other silent victims of off-campus insomnia. I see them in
the Airport Lounge, nodding off on the
couches. I see them drooling over Ewok
Village in the library. I even saw one poor
lad passed out in the waffle batter at Dhall.
How long will the injustice steamroll
our rights to education, employment and
sleep? How long will we wait before communicating our demands to the administration. DONT OPPRESS OUR PEACEFUL REST!!! Gt rhymes). We pay tuition,
too and we want the university to cease
their feigned ignorance of this crucial
issue.
It is the will of the students.
Remember, off-campus students are future
alumni, too!

A "thanks-for-all-your-support" pat to JMU
President Linwood Rose for supporting the Senior
Class Challenge and volunteering to wash a senior's
car if we reach our goal of $95,009.
Sent in by excited seniors who appreciate your
hands-on leadership and can't wait to see you in a
bow tie with Armor-All in hand.

r il t...

A "way-to-go" pat to Heather Herman of the
Senior Class Council for putting the '99 Days
Dance back on track and helping make it a success.
Sent in by a senior who really appreciates your
hard work.
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Greek Life explained

We Have Everything
You Need to

GREEK IJFE, from page 5

tive Sekenia Welch described hazing as,
"getting your ass beat for NO reason."
Rush processes were also discussed.
Each GLO has a different way of screening and accepting new members.
"There's no formal rush with honor
societies," panelist Kate Hubbard said.
"Students meet requirements and they're
granted membership."
"Leadership fraternities have an application process and a review
committee/'Hubbard said.
Social organizations have a formal
rush procedure to determine which students will be issued a bid, or a formal
invitation to become pledges.
Kelly Sambuchi, representing Delta
Gamma social sorority, said she wished
rush was longer in order to become better
acquainted with the rushees.
"You literally meet hundreds of girls
at a time and it's hard to get to know
someone with only five minutes to talk,"
she said.
Fraternity rush takes place over two
weeks where potential pledges spend
time with brothers in the fraternities of
their choice, said Jon Judah, a member of
Alpha Kappa Lambda social fraternity.
"None of the events can have alcohol and
that is enforced pretty strictly," Judah said.
For business fraternities like Delta Sigma
Pi, there is a group of rush events that anyone may attend and those accepted are
issued a bid, Colbert said.

For fraternities such as Alpha Phi
Alpha, members hold an informational
seminar where people come for more
information, Welch said.
Many people discussed the possibility
of combining some events to include all
Greek organizations.
*
"Greek Week should involve all the
Greek Letter Organizations, not just the
socials," Judah said.
Judah also brought up the issue of
combining the Step Show with Greek Sing
to further unify the organizations.
There were several questions concerning the history and meaning of the step
show mainly directed at Welch.
"Stepping comes from West African
tradition/'Welch said.
"It's a dance, but organizations have
specific steps unique to that particular
organization," Welch said.
Many students who attended the program said they agreed the program was a
good way to improve relations among
Greeks and non-Greeks and to strengthen
the bonds within their respective organizations.
"Knowledge is the key to breaking
down barriers and if we want Greek life at
JMU to improve we need to first educate
each other about our respective organizations," Wyatt said.
White said, "We're here for the betterment of ourselves, our organizations,
and the people around us,"White said.

•
•
•
•
•

G>u+*LU Mt.

SKI & SKATE

Mark your place with any book purchase
(including textbooks)
Purple reverse weave
sweatshirts &
Purple Jackets

JMU Bud Vase
Now $4.50

30 % Off

Regular price $5.99

Free Bookmark

rxr

9m

You
Could

Win Me

Valentine Cards
20 % Off

•BOOKeZ
m •BOI

Bear in mind.

Feb. 1-14

JMU Candy Jar
with Kisses
only $9.99

433-7201

NEXT TO SHONEYS ON EAST MARKET ST.

WVatentim Specials
J

low prices
personalized service
no long lines to get your skis
rent by the day or for the season
JMU discounts on rentals

JMU Bookstore Hours:
Mon.-Tues. 8:30a.m.-6p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 8:30a.m.-5p.m.
Sat.
lla.m.-4p.m.

*gfi\

Have

y°ur pictures taken at the JMU
Bookstore (Warren Hall)
on Friday, February 12
10 A.M.-2 P.M.
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Bean There!
Done that!
Looking for a great job?
Have design or sales experience?

The Breeze \s looking tor

Advertisement Designers
& Executives
Cover letter,
resume & clips are
due TODAY,
Monday, Feb. 8,
at 5 p.m.
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Interested in the Judicial System on campus?

Guess Who Delivers Now...
"Don't Miss Our
MARDI GRAS

BECOME A UNIVERSITY
JUDICIAL COUNCIL MEMBER!
Seeking Faculty & Students

February I6lli

Applications can be picked up at Judicial Affairs, Huffman Hall OR in the SGA Office, Taylor.

Application deadline is Friday, March 5. 1999.

NAIMINy/HoUSEkEEpER

PosmoN AvAiUblE
Tasks include caring
for a mature, positive
and individual 4 year
old, light
housekeeping and
errands.

Caught in a MAJOR DECISION?
Sponsored by
Or just MAJOR CONFUSION?) Academic Advising & Career Developer*
You've got 3 options...

MAJORS FAIR
Talk with representatives from EVERY MAJOR
Wednesday, Feb. 10,1999 12-3pm P.C. Ballroom
ENTER AND WIN!
Return this ticket to the Majors Fair for a chance to win a $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
from the JMU BOOKSTORE!

Name

,

Phone

Add ress
Raffle tickets available only through this Breeze ad and will be accepted only at the Majors Fair on
Wednesday, February 10, 1999 from 12-3 p.m. Odds of winning based on number of entries submitted.
No facsimiles or duplicates will be accepted. Winner notified by Monday, February 1$, 1999.

CAREER DECISIONS PROGRAM
A series of workshops designed to help you answer questions like:
What is the best major for my career needs?
Am I in the "right" major?
,
What career options should I consider with my present major?
What kinds of internships should I be looking for?
Should I consider graduate school?

Sign up for an Assessment Workshop today at Academic
Advising and Career Development, Wilson 301, x 6555
j-

open 7 days a week!

The CAREER AND LIFE PLANNING COURSE
Offered in the Fourth Block (March IB-April 29)
Investigate your interests and learn career planning skills!!!
BIS2O0 SECTION 401
BIS2O0 SECTION402
I BIS 2O0 SECTION 403
BIS 2O0 SECTION 404
BIS ZOO SECTION 40S
BIS 2O0 SECTION 406
BIS 2O0 SECTION 407

CAREER & LIFE PLANNING
CAREER & LIFE PLANNING
CAREER Sr LIFE PLANNING
CAREER & LIFE PLANNING
CAREER Sr LIFE PLANNING
CAREER & LIFE PLANNING
CAREER Sr LIFE PLANNING

TUESDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
THURSDAYS
MONDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
TUESDAYS
THURSDAYS

3-4:SO
iaio-12
2-3:SO
5:30-7:20
6-7SO
6-7SO
S-&SO
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Photos line walls of Zirkle
Seniors Stacy Powers, Brian Poillon 'Imagining Antartica9
combine art, literature, photography a chilling experience
STEVEJANZEN
contributing writer

Zirkle House is presently displaying the artwork of senior
photographers Stacy Powers and
Brian Poillon. Their exhibits will
be shown through Feb. 13.
Powers' exhibit, which is on
display in the Artworks Gallery,
is a collection of 23 black and
white photographs. Upon walking into the gallery, the viewer is
immediately struck by the depth
of contrast in the photos. Closer
examination reveals rich textures
and careful composition
throughout the works. Any amateur photographer would also be
quick to note Powers' mastery of
capturing the moment. The
artist's subjects invite the viewer
into a wide range of thoughts,
but manage to keep some mysteries hidden. Refreshingly, even
shots of models avoid feeling
contrived and have a very spontaneous look.
One of Powers' more striking
photographs, a portrait shot of a
mother with her sons (taken
from behind), exemplifies many
of the artist's skills. The dark texture of the mother's braided hair
first grabs the viewer's interest.
The eye is then naturally drawn
to the lighter shades of the boys'
shaven heads, and finally
around to the background — the

direction of the subject's gaze.
This part of the photo is just
enough in focus to keep the
viewer wondering exactly what
the subjects are so interested in.
Powers does a wonderful job
with the composition of this particular photograph. The movement flows from subject to subject and then to echoed shapes in
the background that could not
have been better placed by hand.
Powers' photographic skill and
intuition make her exhibit one
not to be missed.
Poillon's exhibit, on display
in The Other Gallery, is more of
an artistic statement or expression than a collection of works.
The viewer is directed into the
room by a wall hanging with a
quote from Shakespeare written
on it. Poillon has seven large
color prints mounted around the
room. Beneath the photos, the
artist has written in black marker
phrases of a poem that encapsulates the theme of his exhibit.
Poillon's prose speaks of falling
in love and then leaving on a
long journey — the pain of separation and excitement of returning. At two points, the photographs are separated by collages of postcards, envelopes
and letters — correspondence
between Poillon and the object of
his affections.
Content-wise, Poillon's photographs are nearly identical,

and a careless observer might
pass over them quickly, failing
to notice the finer points of the
exhibit. Each photo shows the
left wing of a jumbo jet (presumably they were taken from a
window seat) as it passes
through different scenery. Most
of the shots display the wing as
it passes through wispy banks of
clouds in deep blue skies.
Two of the shots were taken
in nameless airports at sunset.
The color saturation Poillon
achieved in these prints is
impressive. On the far wall,
about halfway through the
exhibit, three photos are mounted together. These three are
shots of the wing (taken successively) as the plane banks into a
turn — signifying the start of the
return trip home. Poillon concludes and unifies the exhibit
with the last line of his poem,
which speaks of eyes bluer than
the skies pictured in his photos.
Whether you enjoy the
details of classic black and white
photography or the intricacies of
thematic exhibits, these displays at Zirkle House will
not disappoint.
Senior students Stacy Powers
and Brian Poillon approach the
art of photography from different perspectives and each
display exceptional talent
and creativity in their
respective exhibits.

LAVELY MILLEtUconlribuiing photographer

A few of Stacy Powers' works, part of an untitled exhibit. Powers currently has a collection of 23
black and white photographs in the Artworks Gallery of Zirkle House.

flHANAALTSTAETTER
\jcontributing writer

being viewed through a telescope, with fuzzy round dark
edges, and sharper detailed centers. "[The Holga Camera] helps
create that sense of peering in, a
voyeuristic view of someplace
that is otherwise inaccessible to
me," she said.
These images trick us into
believing we are seeing areas far
different from our own.
Photographs can exploit differences and turn the conventional
into something that the photographer has only imagined, as
Sorlien took pictures at the New
Jersey Shore duming the winter
of '96. and deemed them land-

Zirkle House's New Image
Gallery currently hosts the work
of Sandy Sorlien. Sorlien's show
entitled "Imagining Antarctica"
presents icy barren landscapes
using black and white photography combined with text.
Sorlien's work will be on display
through Feb. 11.
Sorlien's exhibit
was
enhanced by her brother, who
had traveled to Antarctica. He
provided her with more information about Antarctica via email. Passages
from his emails
are
placed above
some of the
images. The
tone of the
writing
is
rather scientific. "I am struck
by how poetic
his descriptions can be.
Facts have a
beauty
of
their own,"
Soflien said.
Sor1ein
explained her
attraction to
Antartica. "I
have always
been drawn to
COURTESY OF ZIRKLE HOUSE GALLERIES
wide
open Sandy Sorlien's "Polar Explorer" is a self-portrait
places, even from her "Imagining Antartica" exhibit.
though my
home has always been the scape of Antartica. On one level,
forested valleys of Eastern the images are poetic studies of
Pennsylvania," she said. "The vast frozen landscapes that most
happiest vacation times of my viewers would not conceive of
childhood have been at the experiencing. Transversely, they
ocean and on the plains of are studies of the ecology and
Wyoming. My newest pho- weather patterns in Antarctica.
tographs are panoramic land- Simply put, they could be
scapes of the prairie, desert and images taken in our own backocean. But Antarctica always yards during a severe winter.
seemed to me to be the ultimate
The show forces beauty onto
in open treeless space, made a world that many might believe
even more starkly beautiful by to be barren, cold and unfriendthe perpetual snow cover. I think ly. The images hearken back to
snow is the most beautiful stuff Japanese landscape paintings
in the world," she said.
where nature was appreciated
Sorlien wants people to gain for its vastness untouched by
a greater appreciation for their modernity and the urban human
own habitats when viewing her hand. These very images can be
show. "I am pushing my view- found in our own environments
ers to be more visually con- covered with the strip malls and
scious. I hope they can see little modem conveniences we find so
bits of other worlds in their necessary for sustenance.
everyday surroundings," Sorlien
Sorlien will lecture in Duke Hall
said. Giving nature another room 203 from 1-3:30 p.m. on Feb.
worldly quality is perpetuated 11 and at 7 p.m. on Feb. 11, Duke
by Sorlien's use of the Holga Hall room 107. Following the lecCamera. The Holga makes pho- ture will be a reception held in New
tographs appear as if they are Image Gallery.
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WILLIAMSON HUGHES
VITAMIN STORE & PHARMACY
Your One Stop Shop!

^

Students & Faculty
Have A Healthier New Year
Increase focus, energy levels, immunity & well-being, while losing unwanted
pounds by improved nutntion and vitamin/herb supplementation.

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Intelligent Nutrition Systems
Vitarrins, Calcium, Men's and Women's Safe Diet Products, biev - o Mood Enhancement Formula
PMS Support and More. 20% OFF All Other Brands of Vitamins & Herbs One Day A Month of Your
Choice. We Also Have Sports Nutrition. Come By and Pick Up Your 20% OFF Discount Card.
Health Consultations Avaiabte.

Located directly across the street from JMll
Phi

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR VM TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up (or
ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can catch
up this summer by attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid six-week
summer course in leadership. Apply now. You

may qualify for a $4,000
scholarship and advanced
officer training when you
return to campus in the fall.
You'll also have the selfconfidence and discipline
you need to succeed in
college and beyond.

432-2372

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m
Sat 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

iVlivcry 'Vmlthl.

^^^\

Get a running start
on your career!!!
Starting
Summer/Fall
1999

JMU Computing Support
& IT Positions
•
•
•
•
•
•

HelpDesk
Microcomputer Labs
Operations Assistant
PC Setups and Installs
Publications Assistant
Training Assistant

Advanced Training
Great Opportunities for Advancement
Skills that Employers Desire
Hours P.uilt Around Your Schedule
Great for Resumes

Apply Now for Summer & Fall '99!!

Applications and job descriptions can be accessed electronically on-line
at http://www.jmu.edu/labs/apps

Application Deadline: Friday, February 26,1999 at 5pm
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'Whodunwhat' at Theatre II

'Rashomon' is a mix of drama, comedy and suspense
R1STINA COOK
tecontributing writer
If truth is in the eye of the beholder,
how can the distinction be made between
what is fact and what is fiction?
Such is the dilemma in the dramatic
mystery "Rashomon," presented by the
Stratford Players & JMU School of
Theatre and Dance.
Based on stories by Japanese writer
Ryunosuke Akutagawa, "Rashomon" is a
character study that explores a brutal
rape/murder told from the perspectives
of four different people.
Set in 12th century Japan, the play
opens with the discovery that a man is
dead, a woman (his wife) has been raped,
and a bandit has been arrested for his
murder. In a sequence of flashbacks, the
bandit, the wife and the dead husband
(who speaks through a medium) give
their accounts of how the crimes were cast
out. Rather than plead innocent, however,
each character admits to having committed the crime.
A priest and a woodcutter at the police
court give evidence and rehash the story
to an eager wigmaker whom they meet at
the crumbling Rashomon gate. As the
woodcutter recites each account, a fourth
version of the killing is revealed by him.
This version contradicts each character's
previous testimony. The question then
becomes, who is telling the truth?
Senior, Jennifer Simmons who has
been an active participant in the theater
scene at JMU both on and off stage makes
her directorial debut with "Rashomon."
The play, has been in rehearsal since the
beginning of January, and has given this
young director the opportunity to experience theater from a new perspective.
"I'm very happy with the way the play
has turned out," Simmons said. "Doing
this production is something I felt was
important to complete my education in
theater at JMU. Even if it's not a stellar
theatrical success, I, as well as my actors,
have gotten a lot out of our show. I've
learned a lot and had a wonderful time

throughout the entire process."
Simmons' rendition of "Rashomon" is
a scaled-down version of the story made
popular by Akira Kurosawa's 1950 production of the same title. This fact may
require the audience members to use their
imaginations a little more. "Given the
choice of doing a minimal or maximal
production, I went with minimal, and
that is why the set is not as ornate and the
costumes and weaponry are not traditional representations of 12th century Japan,"
Simmons said.
A unique aspect of "Rashomon" is that
its three-person cast takes on all nine characters in the story.
Senior Marlin Kann, theater newcomer, plays the roles of the priest, the mother
and the bandit, Tajomaru. Junior Michael
Minarik, a veteran of the JMU stage, is
triple-cast as the woodcutter, the deputy
and the husband. "This is the smallest
cast I've ever worked with, but it's been
good because you're able to work more
personally with everyone. The rehearsals
are more intense but the more you know
actors as people, the easier it is to act with
them," Minarik said.
Junior Samantha Birchett, a seasoned
JMU actress, portrays the wigmaker, the
dishonored wife and the medium.
"Working on this play has been unique
and different from anything I've ever
done. In a way, it's more than anyone's
asked of me as far as versatility," Birchett
said. "Rashomon" is a production that
blends comedy, drama and suspense. In
the tradition of a murder-mystery, it
keeps you on your toes as new evidence
unfolds throughout the course of the play.
Which character is telling the truth?
Find the answer to this question at
Theatre II this week.

"RASHOMON"
WHERE: Theatre II
WHEN: Feb. 10 -13 at 8 p.m. and at
2p.monFeb. 13
TICKETS: $4 at the door. Tickets
can be purchased two hours before
the show starts.

ANDREW ZORN/jMtf photographer

(l-r) Martin Kann, Sam Birchett and Michael Minarik enact a scene from
"Rashomon," at a rehearsal. The play runs from Feb. 10 -13 at Theatre II.

Modern, classical music 'hear' at JMU
AMELIA TABER
Contributing writer
If you want to hear some classical
music with a modern edge, then come
check out the various activities happening
through Feb. 10, as JMU's School of Music
presents its 1999 Contemporary Music
Festival XIX.
"It's an opportunity for us to highlight
classical 20th century music," professor of
voice, Sandy Cryder said.
For four days and nights, faculty, students and guest composers and performers will hold concerts and deliver lectures.
Admission is free, so students are
encouraged to come and gain some exposure to less familiar types of classical
music. People from the surrounding community are also invited, as well as others
interested in academics or the arts.

Each year, an eminent and prestigious
prize winning composer is invited to the
festival. This year, the guest composer is
Libby Larsen from Minnesota.
Larsen is known as an advocate for the
music of our time and has been premiered internationally by major artists
and orchestras, according to her biography in the Festival's program.
Larsen is "one of America's most prolific and most performed living composers," whose "music is prized for its
contemporary American, energetic, at
times humorous and also deeply moving
spirit," the program also states.
There are also more guest performers
this year than in the past, according to visiting instructor of music, Ryan Garber.
Other famous guests include ZAWA!,
a flute duo that consists of Claudia
Anderson and Jill Felber, the Winchester
Musica Viva, conductor Kenneth

Nafziger, performer and teacher Judy
Connelly and the Shenandoah Valley's
very own Daughters of Song.
Garber is very excited about these
guests. "The purpose is to promote contemporary music at JMU," he said.
The festival kicked off last night in
Wilson Hall with the first concert in the
series at 8 p.m.
Today, there will be an open rehearsal
with the guest composer Larsen in
Emmanuel Episcopal Church at 11:15
a.m., and another lecture by Larsen will
be held in Anthony-Seeger Auditorium at
1:25 p.m. The title is "The Role of the
Musician in the 21st Century," and will be
especially informative for students or faculty who want to understand the real
meaning of contemporary music.
Concert two will be held at 8 p.m.
tonight also in Emmanuel Episcopal
Church. Tuesday's schedule involves an

address by Larsen to some of the music
program's theory classes during the day,
and concert three at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall
Auditorium. On Wednesday, Ryan
Garber will present "The Myth of Mozart,
Forests and Trees, and Creativity and
Craft in the Compositional Process" as
part of the Brown Bag Lunch Lecture
Series at 12:20 p.m. in Hillcrest Parlor,
Hillcrest House.
Students are encouraged to come to
the lecture as well as the culmination of
the festival Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium with the
JMU student composers' recital. "This is
very important for us," Eric Rupel, associate professor of piano, said. "It's one of
the biggest events on our calendar and
has become quite a big deal, even
throughout the entire Atlantic region."
see MUSIC page 19
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It's your life.
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Live it on camp

typical company.
In the very near future, you're going to hear a lot ol
companies saying many ol the same things They'I daim
they're innovotive, exciting, different.The only way to truly
tell il a company is different is to learn about their culture.

Let us sweat the details

At Capitol One our culture will shock you. At first glance,
we may look like a $7 billion financial services company But our dynamic culture is using high-lech marketing
to innovate thousonds of new products in lending,
telecommunications ond beyond. From day one we challenge our associates to create ond drive initiatives for
improvement which may By in the face of conventional
wisdom. We believe thot o fun work environment, where
you're encouraged to hove a full and active life outside
of work, mokes for more productive associates. And,
with more than 1,000 associates participating in our volunteer organization, we continually search for ways to
give bock to the communities in which we work ond live.

Life's too short to be bothered with boring
chores. Do the things you want to do and let
us sweat the details. Study, go to UREC, have
some fun - live! Let us take care of stuff like
cleaning, cooking, grocery shopping and
paying utility bills. Heck, well even do the
yard work and stock the toilet paper.

yourse* far oAure sHodd

Dom miss your chance to spend vour college
days really living y0yr jjfgj

Mease drop your rssuew with
Kathy Schuler in the Academic Advising
ond CanMT Development office by
February 9th for MIS and Data Analyst
positions. Interviews will be hold March 11th.

v

1999-2000 Housing. Dining and Telecommunications Contracts will be

CapMol Or* promote* a druoA*. workploc. and n on squat
apportunify wnployvr osoVaSd lo divvrtrfy In St. warfcploc.

mailed to all residential students via their JMU box on Monday, Feb. 15.

CapitalQne'
www.eapitalonm.com

Additional room reservation information: www.jmu.edu/reslife

MONDAY

Six Days Seven Nights
7:00

Higher Learning
9:30

>

O

TUESDAY
ow

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

RosewQ
8:0
Ami
8

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
.UfflTDSITT PtOCIiM MUD

UPB
III!!

sltllSsI

lllltlllTT

Mask of Zorro
11:00
e Negotiator
11:00
s
ights

Lethal Weapon 4
1:30
Sleepless
in Seattle
1:30

Why Do Fools
Fall in Love
4:00

Dead Presidents
11:00

Jerry Maguire The Mask of Zorro
7:00
9:30

For more info about UPB TV, stop by Taylor 233,
call x6217 or visit our website:
http://www.jmu.edu/orgs/upb/
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'It's 1999'
revisited
J.D. CONSIDINE
The Baltimore Sun

JEN HVDGMSJconlribuling photographer

PUPPY POWER!!: Wilson Hall auditorium played host to a Family Series musical, "One Hundred and One Dalmations," on Friday.
The show featured audience participation and songs as the Pongos, the Dearlys, Scotland.Yard and dogs on the Twilight Barking
Network searched for missing puppies.
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>Black and white photographs by JMU senior Stacy Powers: Zirkle
House, Artworks Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m; FridaySaturday, noon-4 pm.; free.
►Color photographs by JMU senior Brian Poillon: Zirkle House,
The Other Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-4 p.m., FridaySaturday, noon-5 p.m.; free.
► "Sandy Sorlien: Imagining Antarctica:" Zirkle House,
Artworks Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m.; free.
►Jimmy O: Finnigan's Cove, — Tuesday, 10 p.m., $2.
►Baaba Seth: TRAX — Saturday, 9 p.m., $5 at the door.
►Contemporary Music Festival, Concert 11: Emmanuel
Episcopal Church — Monday, 8 pm., free.
►Contemporary Music Festival, Concert III: Wilson Hall
Auditorium — Tuesday, 8 p.m., free.
►Contemporary Music Festival, Concert IV: Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium — Wednesday, 8 p.m., free.
►The Madison Brass: Wilson Hall Auditorium— Thursday
8 p.m., free.

DAKCE

►Social Dance Evening: Godwin Hall, room 356 — Friday
7:30 p.m., $2 at the door.

►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Groundhog Day," WednesdayThursday, 7 and 9:30 p.m.; "The Princess Bride," FridaySaturday, 7 and 9:30 p.m. All shows $2.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Payback," "Stepmom," "Patch
Adams," "A Civil Action," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call
434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "She's All That," "Varsity Blues," "The
Thin Red Line," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call
433-1200.
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section;
GI Anthony-Seeger Hail; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg,VA 22807; include date,
cost and location of the event.
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Music festival
offers range of
activities to
choose from
MUSIC, from page 17 '
The contemporary music performed and
composed for the festival is largely
exploratory music. Much of it involves
experimenting with sound and rhythm in
new ways. Electronic sound is included, as
well as found sound, which incorporates
objects in everyday life into the compositions. An example is the "percussive piano:"
running objects over the actual strings of the
piano, according to Cryder. Since this is a
less familiar element to students than what
they commonly listen to, the expectations
for the event are "hard to say," Cryder said.
Although this year's festival has brought
forth some extraordinary performers and
composers, next year is expected to be
much bigger than usual. It will be a new
millennium celebration in which the past 20
years of contemporary music styles will be
summarized into a climax. Performers,
composers, faculty and students are all very
excited about their involvement in the
ongoing festival.

1999 CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
FESTIVAL
PROGRAM GUIDE AVAILABLE AT:
Music Hall
CONCERT HOTLINE: X3481

If the Artist Formerly Known as Prince
really wanted to be honest about why he's
releasing a "New Master'" version of his
1982 hit, "1999," he wouldn't just change
the song's backing track. He'd also
change the chorus:
Two-thousand-zero-zero, party over,
oops, out of time.
So this year I'm gonna profit off of
"1999."
As has been widely reported, the
Artist is peeved by the fact that his original recording of "1999" is owned by
Warner Bros. Records. That means that
every time a fan buys a copy of the oldie,
Warner gets the majority of the money.
The same goes for radio play, soundtrack use and other potential licensing
deals. That's not to say the Artist gets
nothing from these deals. As the, urn,
artist and songwriter, he's entitled to royalties from the original recording. But
that's a much smaller percentage of the
profit than what he'd see if he owned the
entire recording.
Hence "1999: The New Master"' (NPG
1999). Less an album than a glorified single, it offers seven versions of "1999,"
including "The New Master," a "single
edit" of the new master and an a capella
version of the new master. (It's also credited to Prince and the Revolution, as.
opposed to The Artist or that unpronounceable glyph thing he uses, because
"Prince" is who he was when he originally recorded the song.
It's confusing, sure, but let's count our
blessings: He could be insisting we call
him Prince, the Artist Formerly Known as
the Artist Formerly Known as Prince.)
Why a "new master" and not just a
new version? Because the heart of the single remains the vocal chemistry between
Prince (as he was known then) and the
Revolution. Hearing Lisa Coleman and
Dez Dickerson sing the opening lines, and
harmonize with Prince on the chorus, is
essential to the single's charm. Take them
away, and "1999" loses a lot of its magic.
So instead of taking things away from
the original recording, the Artist adds
stuff. Lots of stuff, in fact.
Where the original version of the single clocked in at six minutes, 22 seconds
(3:38 for the single edit), the new master is
over seven minutes long (4:30 for the single edit).
Besides beefing up the basic instrumental track, cranking the synths and
changing the bassline to a thumping quarter-note pulse, he's added whole new sections to the song.
We get a new intro, a new catchphrase _ "This is the party of the century!" — a rap segment (featuring Doug E.
Fresh), even a salsa interlude. Trouble is,
the only thing those extras add is length.
As if his everything-and-the-kitchensink "New Master" weren't enough, the
Artist also includes hip-hop, deep house
and Latin club-style remixes of the song.
Unlike "The New Master," these versions
take nothing from the original.
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A Brief History of Body Piercing
Story by KRISTIN PHILBIN
_ Although body piercing has taken many of today's college
students by storm, it isn't a new phenomenon. For centuries, humans
have used piercing as a form of expressionist art.
In the 1890s, the rage in Europe was for Victorian women to
have their nipples pierced. The ''bosom ring" was sold in many
Parisian jewelry shops. Women also wore chains connecting their
breasts as an added adornment
Men during the Victorian era would have a piercing commonly know today as the "Prince Albert," a piercing through the urethra
and head of penis, in order to firmly secure their genitals to the right
or left pant leg during the crotch-binding trouser craze.
Ancient Egyptians could spot a woman who was a member of
the royal family by looking at their navel ring. Certain types of rings
signified royalty.
In India, the nose ring showed a person's class and wealth.
And in Rome, Caesar's bodyguards would wear nipple rings to show
virility, courage and fashion sense. The nipple rings also held their
short capes.
And finally, an Arabic rite of passage into adulthood occurred
when young men would have their scrotums pierced.
Many of these piercings have been made popular by contemporary piercing artists, however, few of them retain the ritualistic or
functional purpose that they were originally intended for.

STORY BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER KRISTIN PMLBIN

SOURCE: http:llvnvio.landfield.comlfatislbodyartl
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The facts, the danger and the thr
"When I was an undergrad, only women had their
ears pierced," Roger Soenksen, a media arts and design professor, says. "No men."
In the '70s, body piercing was primarily an underground practice. Later it was attributed to the punk era. It
wasn't until the early '80s that the popular culture began to
accept men wearing earrings.
As the '90s arrived, piercing began to expand its
audience. Today, all types and sexes are going under the needle. And it isn't just ears any more. Eyes, nose, lips, neck, nipples, cheeks, tongue and almost any other part of the body
are sporting the bejeweled look. No area is sacred to this
fetish.
.
Three years ago, most female students had their
navels done and males were getting their nipples pierced.
Now the craze has moved up.
Danny Brewer, piercer at the Painted Lady Tattoo
Parlor said, "The new rage is for college students to pierce
their tongues."
Ronnie McGill, who pierces for T.J.'s Demographics,
agreed. "The most popular piercing today is definitely the
tongue ring. And it's becoming more popular with women."
Body Works piercer, Brenda Selleck also has seen a
trend in oral piercing. Although she still does a lot of navels,
the tongue is just as popular with women at her parlor.
Brewer, Selleck and McGill all said that college students make up almost 80 percent of their business, but McGill
pointed out that almost eight out of every 10 students he
pierces are women.
McGill notes a difference in attitudes between men
and women clients during piercings. Women are initially
more nervous, but hold more still and usually fare the actual
procedure better. "Men come in strong, but go out completely
different," McGill says.
Senior Amy Miller and junior Christy Nichols both
attribute this difference to "women having a higher threshold
of pain."
Sophomore Kirsten Claiborne attended the WXJM
"sponsored event in the PC Ballroom last week where T.J.'s

Demographics had a temporary shop. Claiborne no\
navel ring.
"I never would of done this last semester, bu
ly decided to go for it," Claiborne said, who already h
piercings in her ears. She said that the navel ring
painful to get. "This kind of thing doesn't bother me."
Susannah Dyer, a sophomore, also decided to
navel pierced. Although she was nervous, after McC
finished, she agreed that it wasn't that painful.
Along with Dyer and Claiborne, junior Taz G
also got a navel ring, proving that there is no gender
tion for a body piercing.
"It's definitely more popular for women tc
their belly button, but I have done a handful of men,"
said. "It's not uncommon."
/
The increase in popularity of body piercii
have to do with the acceptance level of the generation.
Senior Hektor Stockton said, "I think it is exj
and it looks great on women."
Sophomore Lavaar Wynn agreed with St>
"Whatever makes a person happy. However, I woul
for anything more than the ears. I thought about [p
my tongue, but I couldn't because of football."
Other students are hesitant about some t
body piercing because of the side-effects of the art.
Sophomore Sarah Outland said, "It's a form
expression that seems entirely too painful to be wortr
amount of metal that some people go for frightens me.
However, senior Ryan Learmouth took
humorous approach. "I've heard about the kids ar
crazy 'body piercing.' I think it's a shame that it's lir
extremities. People should try to find ways to pierc
organs, or limbs."
Brewer is already one step ahead of Learmo
has the back of his neck pierced.
The most uncommon piercing that Brev
encountered so far (besides his neck) is the cheek, the
and the bridge on the nose. McGill stated that the sept
skin between nostrils, is the least popular piercing i
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Neither McGill or Selleck do any type of genitalia piercing at
their parlors.
Regardless of how advanced the American culture
■seems in regard to body piercing, other places in the world
are way ahead.
Jen'ny Robinson, a native New Zealander, said,
"Nose rings are very popular back home. I was surprised
when I got here because almost no one has had it done."
Overall, students agreed that the septum was the
Jeast attractive piercing they have seen. The most attractive
piercing on men, according to a collection of female students,
was the tongue bar.
Men are torn between the tongue and the navel as
their choice for most attractive piercing on a woman.
However, the tongue ring is slowly edging the belly burton
out of first place.
Students may be enjoying the piercing fad, but many
dentists are having serious problems with the tongue ring.
Maureen Glick, registered dental hygienist at Dr.
Dwayne Wolters' office in Harrisonburg, said, "Although we
haven't seen anything worse than a chipped tooth, the tongue
piercing has loads of negatives. It's hard enough to keep your
teeth clean without the added complications."
Most dental professionals agree with Glick.
According to a Time article on Aug. 31,1998, a pierced tongue
can "leave you vulnerable to cracked teeth, infection and
other bodily danger."
Some effects of the piercing may be a swelled tongue
that can interfere with normal breathing, choking on loosened or unscrewed jewelry, and infection with hepatitis,
HTV or bacteria.
Although reported problems with tongue rings have
been few since the piercing has become more popular, according to area doctors, McGill stresses that you should be careful
when you choose your piercing parlor (see sidebar).
Like tattooing, body piercing can be an expensive
fetish. Prices for such popular areas as tongue, lip, nostril, nipple, navel and eyebrow range from $35 to $60, depending on
the body part and salon.

Choosing a Piercer
If you observe any of these tell-tale signs of a hack, turn
around ana* leave. No professional piercer would do any
of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claim to be "certified," licensed, or approved?
Base operation in a van, tent, or home basement
Have a know-it-all, arrogant demeanor
Use an ear piercing gun on places other than ear
lobes
Use earings in body piercings
Do piercing in the same room as tattooing, hair
styling, or other services
"Sterilize" tools in a liquid disinfectant such as I
Cidex or Madacide
Have tools laid out in open air
Seem more interested in your money than your safety
SOURCE PIERCING FANS INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY

PHOTOS: clockwise from top
left (1 shaded) Freshman
Derek Meyer shows off his
nipple ring. (2) Sophomore
Susannah Dyer gets her
navel pierced last Thursday
in the PC Ballroom by TJ's
Demographics during a
WXJM sponsored event. (3)
Meyer again. (4)Freshman
Kirsten Ponton displays her
eyebrow ring. (S shaded)
Navel piercings are one of
the most attractive piercings
on women, according to a
sampling of JMU men. (6)
The most attractive piercing
on men is the tongue bar,
according to a group of JMU
women. Freshman Brent
Gardner displays his.
Photos by staff
photographers CINDY
TINKER and NIKKI REED and
contributing photographer
KRISTIN PHIBIN
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Yee 's Place

College
Stores Kast„

1588 S. Main St.
434-3001

__

New Expanded Buffets

Convenience

ALL-U-CAN-EAT BUFFETS

Store 1

Lunch Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30 p.m. $4.50

EVENING BUFFETS
Mon.,Thurs. 5:30-9:00 p.m. $6.95

PRIME RIB BUFFET
Wed. nite 5:30-9:00 p.m. $9.95

CRAB LEGS & STEAM SHRIMP BUFFET
Tues., Fri. & Sat.

5:00-'til $13.95

|>?\o^ctS
A\o<

$*

SUNDAY BRUNCH

t\es<
a#*
tylafl

Noon-8:00 p.m. $6.95

•sss."
<j
^Vore

All legal beverages

Don't forget YEE'S PLACE
Delivers to YOUR PLACE!
i r
I l

CARRY-OUT or DELIVERY ONLY*
1 General Tso Chicken or Crispy Chicken
and
| |
1 FRIED RICE or LO MEIN
(excludes LOBSTER or COMBINATION) !

only $10.95

CARRY-OUT or DELIVERY ONLY
2 General Tso Chicken or Crispy Chicken
or
ONE OF EACH
only

$11.50

EXP. Feb. 28,1999
Mention coupon when callincr nnier
NoHo be used wi.fanyo.her coupon o7sp-'«'

EXP. Feb. 28,1999
'

I ^..-^".I^^F0" wh?n "'""8 order.

oClo

ATTENTION
IMU

jMU
ss

COMMUNITY

CARD DESIGN

Card Services is inviting all students, faculty and staff to participate
in the designing of a new JMU Access Card (JAC) to begin the
new millennium and University Peoplesoft ID numbering system
that will replace the social security number on the ID cards.

We will be giving away
a $200 FLEX deposit to the lucky designer.
The specifics ■■■■■«■■■■■««■■«■*■
to the contest such as design scale, entry form
and contest rules are available in the Card
Services Office, Warren Hall, 3rd floor.
Voting will take place
during the third week of March 1§99 & the contest
winner will be announced in April.
All entries become the property ■■■■■■■BH^B
of James Madison University and the final
decision on design will be at the University's
discretion.

Quench
Your Thirst!
20oz. Gatorade 990
(reg. $1.39)
32oz. Gatorade $1.59
(reg. $1.95)

20oz. Chillers 990
(reg. $1.25)

Located in
the lower level
of College
Center East!

Rk*»'4r

Don't forget
Feb. 14 is
Valentine's
Day! qp
• Come in & place
an order for that
special someone!
•Beat the rush!
• Varied Selections
available.

HOURS:
S-S
1 P.M. - 7 P.M.
PHONE: x2598
Payments made easy. We accept

CSS]

All entries should be submitted to Card Services
Warren Hall (3rd floor) by Mar. 1, 1999.

Hi

Q
w college
center
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ight is enough for JMU
horthanded Dukes rebound from loss to Old Dominion
SLLY TOBER
[contributing writer
JMU's women's basketball
jam defeated American Univertity yesterday 70-61 in Washing)n, D.C., despite having only
ght players available to play.
"1 don't know if I've ever
in more proud of a group of
yers and coaches than I am
,_ay," JMU head coach Bud
hilders said during his postame radio interview. "I'm
lmost speechless."
Sophomore guard Mandy
hite stepped up to lead the
iDukes to victory, scoring a
]game-high 17 points. Her play
learned the praise of the JMU
coaching staff.
"It was beyond heroic,"
Childers said. "She was dead
tired out there and she was playing point guard which isn't her
natural position. She was truly
the spirit of our team today."
Senior guard Shirlence
Archer netted 14 points while,
freshman forward Katie Hardbarger and senior guard Hope
Cook scored 13 points each for
the Dukes, who were without
junior point guard and team
leader in assists Mistiza Colebank, senior forward and leading scorer and rebounder Kish
Jordan, freshman center Hollee
Franklin and sophomore guard
Becky Wollenberg, all of whom
were suspended for violating
team rules. Freshman guard
Allyson Keener and freshman
center Sara Skuchas were not
available because of injuries.
JMU finished the game with
just five players, as freshman
, Jody Williams and sophomore
Stacey Todd fouled out and
White was injured with 26 seconds left to play in the game.
The victory — the Dukes first
on the road this season — comes
on the heals of the Dukes' 74-50
loss to Old Dominion University
Friday night.
Childers explained the defeat
to the Monarchs perfectly when
he said, "You've got to give
credit where credit is due."
Ranked 12th in the country
and undefeated in conference
play, the Monarchs proved once
again Friday night that they are
the class of the CAA, as they
won their 75th straight conference game.
"I was disappointed in how
we competed," Childers said.
"We were challenged as far as
confidence, and we'll chalk it up
to a learning experience."
From the beginning, the
Dukes' lack of confidence was

evident, as
they committed
several
turnovers
under
the
Monarchs'
pressure.
F o r
the first seven
minutes, the
Dukes were
able to keep
the game tight.
However,
JMU's turnovers,
helped
the
Monarchs to a
17-9 lead with
11:40 left in the
first half.
"They're a
strong, physical
team,"
senior forward
Manika Herring said. "You
come to expect
it, and you execute the best
you can."
The Dukes
had trouble
executing with
several key
players out of
action. Wollenberg (6.4 ppg)
was suspended for violating
team rules and
senior center
A k o s u a
Demann (3.1
ppg) also did
not see action.
Childers
said that he
was getting a
negative attitude from the
team, and was
forced to play
freshman Katie
Hardbarger,
who Childers
said probably
played more
against ODU
than she had
all season.
Childers
knew he need-

ROBERT NATTIslaff photographer

eTJo brintm Senior Kish Jordan, JMU'. leading .corer, take, a Jumper Friday night again* Old Dominion Univereity. Jordan and the
someone who Duke, fell to the Monarch. 74-50. It was ODU'. 75th .traight CAA win.
was ready to
can be frustrating and it mentalChilders was also disappoint- on the points.

fight, and Hardbarger did just
that, leading the team with
seven rebounds.
Cook (coming off back-toback double doubles against
VCU and Richmond) and Jordan were off their game, as the
two Dukes combined for just
eight points.

ed with the inside play of Todd
and Franklin.
"Franklin and Todd were
playing soft," Childers said.
In the second half, it took the
Dukes five minutes to score their
first basket, while the Monarchs'
tough offense continued to pour

The Dukes did improve their
passing in the second half, but
unfortunately not enough for it
to make a difference.
Herring, who had 10 points
and five rebounds against the
Monarchs said "When you're
not handling [pressure] well, it

ly wears you down."
The Dukes (10-15, 4-8 in the
CAA) will have four days to
regroup and come together
before their next game on Friday
at 730 p.m. when the College of
William & Mary visits the Convocation Center.
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The College Store
•BOOKDO East Bookstore

3106WS. Main St. -Har r i son burg

We have
shortened
the sleeves of
our T-shirts!

• \Ved nf sday 9-12
F ri d a j
9 .- I
SLa t u r da y
1-2
Sandav
1-12

Cosmic 10>1
Cosmic 10-1
Cosmic 12-2<* o s m i c 9:30-11:30

$6.00

$a.o*o
$10.00
$6.00

You save

25%!

Downstairs at the College Center
Shop until 8 P.M. Monday-Thursday
and Friday from 12-5 P.M.
Take the Intercampus Shuttle from Godwin & save!

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
Ic Us Out!!
• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units
•Ample Parking

Individual Leases
Public transit at

entrance to help you

get to campus.

•'
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likes hold on for ugly win, 51-48
SETH BURTON
sports editor

The rap music was loud in the JMU
Imen's basketball teams locker room
(Saturday night after the Dukes held on to
I defeat the University of North CarolinaWilmington 51-48 for their second straight
victory. While the mood in the locker
room was upbeat, the same could not be
said for the JMU offense, which bogged
down in the second half as the Dukes continually fired away from the perimeter;
coming up mostly short en route to shooting 36 percent from the field.
"We didn't do well on offense at the
end of the first half and into the second
half," JMU coach Sherman Dillard said.
"We were able to cover up for it by playing good, solid defense. We need a week
to go at it real hard and clean up our manto-man offense. I think having Ned back
will help us."
Senior point guard Ned Felton provided some immediate help against the
Seahawks. Felton, who hadn't played
since damaging cartilage in his left knee
Jan. 9, returned to the Convocation Center
court earlier in the game than even he
expected when junior point guard Jabarri
Outtz picked up his second foul just three
minutes into the game.
"It«eemed like a miracle to me,"
Dillard said about the play of Felton, who

underwent arthroscopic surgery Jan. 16.
"Yesterday was the first time he had a fullscale practice. Ned went in there, and we
didn't lose anything. In fact we gained
something."
With Outtz out for the rest of the first
half, Felton directed the Dukes out to a 20-9
lead. With 9:53 left, Felton asked to come
out for a breather.
"In all my years at JMU, I don't think
I've ever asked to come out of a game," a
smiling Felton said while icing his knee
down after the game. "I was okay, but it
was my wind. I told Chatney that I was
going to have to borrow his asthma
inhaler."
In the game's opening minutes, it was
junior center Rob Strickland who left the
Seahawks gasping for air. With the Dukes
making a conscious effort to get the ball in
the post, Strickland scored the Dukes first
seven points and finished the first half with
10 rebounds.
"Coach was telling me to be more
aggressive with the ball," Strickland said.
Dillard was pleased that his 6-foot-ll
pivot man seemed to have taken his advice
to heart
"Rob got off to a good start," Dillard
said. "He gave us momentum in there."
The momentum slowly slipped away
from the Dukes as UNCW chipped away at
the JMU lead, closing to 28-20 at the half.
The Dukes shot just 1-11 from three-point
range in the first half, and as the half drew

LAURA SOVL\R/senior photographer

Junior point guard Jabarri Outtz attempts to take UNCW's Billy Donlon to the hoop.

LAURA SOVUMsenior photographer

Senior forward Chatney Howard goes for two against UNCW. Howard had 8 points.

to a close, JMU appeared to be sagging in
their half-court set, often settling for forced
jump shots.
"We were struggling" Felton said. "We
just didn't get into it"
Statistically speaking, the Seahawks
play the CAA's best defense, allowing a
league low 59.1 points per game.
"I thought we got our shots," Dillard
said. "We seemed a little anxious?'
Perhaps that is what happens when
your leading scorer, senior Chatney
Howard is just 3-10 from the field for eight
points and junior guard Jamar Perry goes
cold, making just 1-10 shots from threepoint land.
Senior Eugene Atkinson led the Dukes
with 16 points on 6-9 shooting as he came
off the bench, but it was his timely basket,
including his tip-in off a Strickland miss
with 1:28 left that helped secure the win for
the Dukes.
"I think one of the best players, and
most underrated players in the league is
Eugene Atkinson," UNCW coach Jerry
Wrainwright said. "I thought Eugene was
the difference in the game."
As the Dukes had trouble scoring in the
second half, the Seahawks fought back
until they closed the gap to 47-46 with 2:36
left on a Stan Simmons three-pointer. It
was the closest the Seahawks had been

since JMU led 7-5.
Simmons, the second-leading scorer in
the CAA, was hounded by Perry and a
number of other Dukes into 2-10 shooting
and was held to just five points, 12 below
his average.
Following Simmons' three, the crowd
of 5,338 finally began making noise, only
to see Outtz lose the ball. With 1:44 left
and UNCW looking to take the lead,
Outtz played ferocious defense and
harassed Seahawk point guard Billy
Donlon into a five-second violation.
"Coach always says after you make a
bad play to look forward to the next one
because it's in the past," Outtz said.
"Chatney told me right after that, 'Get it
back.'"
Atkinson followed with his tip to put
JMU up by three, but a UNCW basket
made it one. The outcome was not decided until Simmons drove the lane with six
seconds left and dished off to Tadearl
Pratt, whose shot missed and in the ensuing scramble was knocked out of bounds
off a UNCW player.
"He made the right play," Wainwright
said about Simmons final possession.
"You can't fault Stan Simmons for that
play."
JMU hosts American University
Monday at 7:30 at the Convo.
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Professional & Affordable
Web Site Design

Fast Web Hosting
Plans from $19.95 per month
Free Domain Registration
20 E-mail Accounts
90 MB Storage
MS FrontPage 98 Support
CGI-BIN
Active Server Pages
SSL Secure Server
24 Hour Tech Support
99.9% Uptime Guarantee
Streaming Audio /Video
Multiple Fiber Optic T-3's
Daily Tape Backup and More!

Web Site Start at Only $65.00!
Get Your Business On-Line Fast
Free Classified Ads!
Sell Your Products All Over The World!
Advertise 24-7
On-Line Store Design
CyberCash/Shopping Cart Set-Up
Free Domain Registration and More!
Call Today!
1-877-223-3560

W ~. ' W^WW^g^
r^^^^^i*/ u -rutTotal Computer Solutions'
Visit us on The Web:
http://www.theburg.net/pwt.htm

5IC»

Breakfast Combo
Shmuffins,
Hash Brownz, Any
Size Coffee, $1-99
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

For More Information:
Toll-Free: 1-877-223-3560
Local: 1-540-438-3560

E-mail: cseppala@theburg.net

SheetZ

Making it easier everyday! ™

9*

THE LOOK
■

HAIR and TANNING SALON
(since 1990)

564-2770
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)
WOLFF SUPER BEDS
Start Your Spring Break
TAN NOW!
Now open Until 9 p.m.

I visit
$4.00
3 visits
$10.50
6 visits
$18.00
10 visits
$25.00
15 visits
'
$30.00
I month
$40.00
Beauty Specials
Wash & Cut
$8.50
Reg. Perms
$35.00
Spiral Perms
$45.00
Hair Colors
$40.00
Highlighting
$35.00
Facial Waxing
$5.00
*Must have Coupon^

Delta Chi is Here ¥
The Delta Chi Fraternity is seeking men that believe in:
Friendship. Character. Justice. Scholarship
These words embody the principles which our members
strive to uphold. These are the same principles that inspired our founding over 108 years ago and will guide us
for the next 108 years.
Don't miss your opportunity to be a part of
something great.
For more information on becoming a Founding Father of JMU's newest
fraternity, please attend one of the following information sessions:
'

Monday, Feb. 8 - 9 P.M. Taylor 305
Tuesday, Feb. 9 - 9 P.M. Taylor 400
Wednesday, Feb. 10-8 P.M. Taylor 305

or contact Joe Burak at (540) 478-1095 • email: joeb@deltachi.com
http://www.deltachi.com

_
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JMU seniors ready for one last ride
Atkinson, Felton and Howard helped keep program respectable in trying times
Just three minutes into the Dukes 51-48
win over the University of North Carolina
Wilmington, senior point guard Ned
Felton popped off the bench and jogged
over to the scorers table. He wore a small
knee brace on his left knee, but moved
effortlessly onto the court as he replaced
starter Jabarri Outtz.
The 5-foot-ll point guard from Jersey
City, New Jersey quickly made his presence felt, darting up court amongst
Seahawk defenders like a water bug.
The return of Felton could not have
come at a better time for JMU, as their lack
of depth at the point guard position was
beginning to be evident. While Eugene
Atkinson has run the offense credibly in
his absence, when Outtz goes out, the
Dukes are much better with Felton in the
driver's seat and Atkinson on the wing.
Unfortunately for JMU fans, time is
running out to see the duo, not to mention
the mercurial Chatney Howard, in action.
The Dukes host American Monday night
before playing their last home game of the
season Wednesday night against the
University of Richmond.
Not only is it a potentially huge game
in the CAA race, but it will be the last time
fans will be able to see Howard abuse the
Convo Center's rims, Felton break an
opponents press and Atkinson burn a
team with a double-double.
In addition to honoring the three
seniors currently on the roster, the Dukes
will honor James Pelham, a senior who

played two seasons for the Dukes before
fracturing his kneecap during 1996
Midnight Madness. The 1993 Richmond
Times-Dispatch Player of the Year as a
senior at Hopewell High School, Pelham
enrolled at Fork Union Military Academy
before coming to JMU, where he once
touched Butler University for 19 points.
While Pelham will be honored, it will
be Felton, Atkinson and Howard who will
have made the most lasting impression on
Dukes fans' minds.
Atkinson has made his impression in
the
JMU
record books
as well, currently ranking 13th on
the
JMU
career scoring list, fifth
— Seth Burton
on the JMU
career
rebounding list, and 10th on the career
steals list. Atkinson and Howard are both
on the all-time JMU career three-point list,
while Felton is number 11.
However, their contributions to the
program go beyond numbers, and each
has had to overcome something to stand
where they are right now: the heart and
soul of a team that has a chance to win the
CAA Tournament and secure an NCAA
Tournament bid.
There has been much written about
Howard's back injury. The senior who led

Gimme a
Minute

W*fafh* up

the Dukes in scoring under Lefty Driesell
was forced to miss all 1997-98. After securing a medical redshirt, the 6-foot-4 forward
has returned to lead the Dukes in scoring
yet again.
At 15.9 points per game, Howard is the
fourth leading scorer in the CAA.
However, by watching Howard snake past
a defender and elevate before just hanging
in mid-air and at the apex of his leap finally shooting the ball with a text-book flick
of his wrist, one knows that scoring average could be much higher. Howard is perhaps the most
selfless player
I have witnessed,
a
player who
can score at
will
on
almost any
CAA defender, but who
consistently searches for the open man and
often passes up shots. The shots he does
take, especially the dunks, are enough to
bring even a non-partial reporter on press
row out of their seat
If you go to JMU and you haven't been
to a game, even if you only casually like
basketball, watch Chatney play. Hurry, it
will be worth it.
The players who have symbolized JMU
basketball for my four years have been
Atkinson and Felton. They will forever be
linked, as they both came here to play for

CPR-PR
Feb. 10. 4-9pm
Cost: $20
Register by TODAY!

Lefty from St. Anthony's High School in
New Jersey.
Called one of the "best and underrated
players in the league," by UNCW coach
jerry Wrainwright, Atkinson has started 92
of the 106 games he has appeared in,
although with the emergence of freshman
Tim Lyle, Atkinson has come off the bench
eight times this season.
Atkinson has been the constant for
JMU, quietly banging away under the
board with his slight, 195-pound frame
that earned him the nickname "Bones,"
while other players like Darren McLinton
and Howard grabbed the headlines.
This brings us to Felton. After missing
the first semester of this freshman year due
to academics, Felton emerged as a quality
starter, directing the Dukes to within four
points of the NCAA Tournament in 199697.
His senior year however, hasn't necessarily been one for the books. Felton lost
his starting slot to Outtz, and then suffered
the injury Jan.9. Felton can only hope his
triumphant return Saturday is a prelude of
things to come.
It is a fact that the wins have not come
in as many bunches the last four years as
Howard, Atkinson and Felton would have
liked. However, they know that can all be
erased with one big finish in 1999. But even
if that big finish never materializes, don't
let that sway the fact that those three have
helped carry the program through an
important transitional period.

First Aid
Feb. 12. 9am - noon
Cost: $20
Register by Feb. 10

aquatics and safety
Group Fitness &
"Leave No Trace Clinic"
Learn to minimize the impact!
Feb. 10. 8:30-10pm
Register by Feb. 10
"Backpacking the Dolly Sods"
Experience a Winter Wonderland!
Feb. 13-14. Cost: $43.40

lif:aui«mV:7:ilriM«a3o

t!jCM«fiil

Register by Feb. 10
For more info call X8700 or surf down to
www.jmu.edu/recreation

Running Clinic
Bring your shoes and get ready to
move! Find out some tips on
running more efficiently and check
out your current form.
Feb. 15. 6pm

INTRAMURALS

Wellness
Blood Pressure Screening
Feb. 10, 4-7pm
"Have a Heart"
Learn how to monitor heart rate during
this fun cycle workout!
Feb. 10. 7-7:45pm

Wallyball
Entries due Feb. 8-11 at Program
Registration Desk
Manager's Meeting: Feb. 15. 4 & 7pm

Partner Massage
Give someone you love the perfect
Valentines' gift...
Feb. 10. 7-8pm
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Women's gymnastics edges Tribe
Sweep in floor exercise propels JMU to narrow victory over state rival

M

■

AGDA SALAZAR
contributing writer

Rocking to a variety of
upbeat music, the fans who
attended the JMU women's
gymnastics meet were treated
to a tight contest and excellent
choreography, as the Dukes
defeated the College of
William & Mary Friday night
in Godwin Hall by a score of
185.150-184.225.
JMU head coach Roger
Burke was pleased with the
performance. He said, "It was
a good performance by all the
athletes. Overall, there were a
lot of performances that were
noteworthy."
Senior co-captain Jill Hornura
/erall,I thought the competition went very well," Hornung said. "We weren't focusing on who was going to win
and who was going to lose.
William & Mary are our rivals,
and every year it comes head
to head. Sometimes they win
and sometimes we win. It's a
confidence booster for the team
to win."
While there were some falls
in the beam contests that

counted toward the scoring,
Burke said Friday's contest
was an example of the athletes'
hard work and continuous
dedication to their practice, as
the Dukes took the top three
spots in the floor event.
"I think floor [exercise] was
something that we have, during the first three meets, been
struggling to put together and
tonight was an example of
doing that [having good practices). We had six really good
hits," Burke said.
Sweeping the competition in
the floor event, the Dukes took
the top five spots as sophomores Rachel Malinowski and
Allyson Betar finished in the
top two spots. Malinowski
took first place with a score of
9.6 and Betar finished second
with a 9.55 final score. Sophomore Courtney Flynn, junior
Betsy Hernandez and Hornung all tied for third place
with a 9.475 score.
"We had a few falls but we0
did very well," Betar said. "It
was a great meet for me, I hit
all four events which I haven't
done in a while so it felt great."
Betar, who also earned a
score of 37.625 for her perfor-

mance in the
preliminary allaround,
received third in
the vault with a
score of 9.4 and
second in floor
exercises with a
judges' score of
9.550.
Malinowski
also took a third
place finish in
the preliminary
all-around with
a score of 9.05.
The team will
honor its seniors
Friday night at 7
p.m. when the
women next go
up against the
University of
North CarolinaChapel Hill in
Godwin Hall.
Burke said, "I
think it will be
good competition and I know
we'll give them
a run for their
money.

The

KATIE VillSON/stqff photographer

meet will be as Sophomore Rachel Malinowski performs on the balance beam Saturday against
exciting as this." the College of William & Mary. Malinowski earned fifth place in the event.

B00K5
JMU Bookstore Hours:
Mon.-Tues. 8:30a.m.-6p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 8:30a.m.-5p.m.
Sal.
I la.m.-4p.m.

James Madison University
Graduation Announcements
What better way to announce that special day but
with Personalized Announcements from NQP.
Each intricate design features vour Name, Degree
and Major along with the James Madison
University Seal.
Also NQP also has a selection of accessories that
are just perfect for your graduation needs.

Order Dates

February^ 10,11

NATIONAL
QUALITY
PRODUCTS
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W&M wins JMU Gymnastics

Dukes fall despite reaching 200-point plateau for 1st time this Reason

I

YAN MURRAY
staff writer

JMU broke the 200-point
team score for the first time this
season with a final score of
203.650 points Saturday evening
but still fell short of winning at
the 1999 JMU Men's Gymnastics
Open in Godwin Hall.
The College of William &
Mary won the competition with
a team score of 214.750 while the
U.S. Naval Academy placed second with a final team score of
209.000 points.
"We accomplished one goal
tonight by breaking the 200point barrier," senior co-captain
Craig Mattoon said. "Our performance tonight will pump us
up in training, and now we can
look to accomplish some other
team goals."
The highest event score of the
evening for JMU came in the
vault, as the Dukes tallied a total
of 36.250 points. JMU also
turned in a strong performance
in the floor exercise with a total
of 34.750.
"As a team, our floor exercise
was the best of the night because
everyone hit," senior co-captain
Sean Tylenda said.

An unfortunate incident
occurred early in competition
when a Navy gymnast landed
on his head on his dismount
from the still rings. The athlete
did have some sensation in his
body and had to taken out in a
stretcher.
"The navy athlete getting
hurt was a very unfortunate
thing and we are all concerned
for him," JMU coach Roger
Burke said.
The Dukes came together as a
team in spite of the unfortunate
accident, however.
"We really stuck together and
cheered everyone on tonight,
and it showed in our team
score," Mattoon said.
Fellow co-captain Sean
Tylenda agreed. 'Tonight was a
stepping stone for us because we
pulled together more as a team,"
Tylenda said.
The highest individual score
of the night for the Dukes was a
9.250 achieved by senior Tim
Bulled on the still rings as well
as the vault.
Although the Dukes were
happy about the evening's outcome, Tylenda said there is still
room for improvement.
"We did really well tonight,

but we still need improvement,"
Tylenda said. "We need to clean
up a little more, and I think we
have what it takes to be successful this season."
Mattoon said, "Tonight's performance will give us a nice
boost for the rest of the year."
Although the Dukes scored a
total of 32.100 on the horizontal
bar, Mattoon felt the event was
still a strong point for the Dukes
on Saturday.
"The horizontal bar is one of
our weaker events, but we got
through it tonight without a
fall," Mattoon said.
One of the reasons the Dukes
scored their highest overall total
of the season was the return of
some gymnasts who were ill earlier in the week.
Burke said, "Overall we did
pretty well tonight and it helped
to have some of our sick guys
back. The guys really pulled
together tonight and it showed."
The Dukes will look to stay
healthy and pull together even
more at their next home competition on Feb. 20 when the Ti£be
will make a return trip to Sinclair
Gymnasium to tumble with the
Dukes. The meet is slated to
begin at 3 p.m.

LAURA SOVLARJsenior photographer

Sophomore Woody Miller concentrates as he does his routine on
the still rings Saturday in Godwin Hall.

Don't Miss The Last Two Home Games!
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Mon., Feb. 8, 7:30 pm
vs AMERICAN

Then on...
Wed., Feb. 10, 7:30 pm
vs RICHMOND
Both games played at the Convo!

Senior Night!
Chatney Howard
Ned Felton
Eugene Atkinson
James Pelham

Game Sponsored By
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This Valentines Day
say it with flowers!

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
FROM $159 PER WEEK?
5ANDPIPERBEACON
BEACH RESORT
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLA
(- rare* per person i

(order soon!)

433-7789
Call for more information.
Have you visited our Web site,
www.FTD.Corn/Rainbow Flowers

Valley Center
243 Neff Ave.
behind Valley Mall

1-800-488-8828^ \\u.Nandpi|vrix\icon.a>m

Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 ^

Lease now and get $50 back!

Give Your Pet
the Best!

or
Get a Double Bed! ^ g
Also valid for renewals
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Pedal on the level - no lulls to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to i ainpus
Energy effit lent heat pumps
Mini-blinds on </// windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
(arpeting
Paved parking spat es
Pre-wiredfor /< lephone
/(lephone & cable outlets in

l>i jdbolr locks (///(/ door
viewers on all apts
No sliding patio doors

Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
('onvenient has \< rvh e /"
< ainpus and the Valley Mall
Full-time management and

maintenam e
Basketball court
Park at your apartmentnot blocks </M t/v

• / i lusive NTC
('omnutnications Ad< Iphia
/»,/(kage tin hiding
• Individual act omits
• JMl Network A( cess
MI Ethernet ('ard)
• Local and Long
Distance phone servit .

(free voii e mail and
(,/// waiting!

(540)432-9502

FtSDSI 0
CO.ISTAIlt

check out our NEW website at: www.oldemillvillage.com
M I I I I :

/
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Dcopy
^Centers
^CAMPUS LOCAIIONS

COPIES and
much more
ON CAMPUS.

Full

Warren

Rm 303
Mon - Thur
Sat & Sun 12-6pm

9am-9pm

Fri 9am-6pm

Showker

Rm 203
Mon - Thur 8am-8pm
Sat CLOSED Sun 4-8pm

Fri 8am-5pm

CISAT Mod

Rm 130 Mon - Fri

ISAT/CS

Rm 124 Mon - Thur 7:30am-8pm
Fri 7:30am-5pm Sat & Sun CLOSED

8am-4pm

Monday, Feb. 8, 1999

Sat & Sun CLOSED

Graphic Service
Fliers, brochures, posters,
resumes, invitations, typesetting

We can scan large and
small documents and
store the data on disk!

Our design service can
help you Fine tune your
printed piece!

Copies • Transparencies • Enlargements/Reductions • Graphic Service
Resumes • Folding/Stapling • Coursepackets • Fax Service
Full Color Copies • Network Printing • Laminating • Scanning & Storing
Spot Color • Tape & GBC Binding • Pick up & Delivery

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9th

•

PHILUPS CENTER BALLROOM -11:00 AM-3:00 PM
Come to the fair for presentations and demonstrations:
11:00 - 11:30 ♦ YOGA - RurU SLACK * EXERCISE 8c EMOTIONS bAN/A M&eoreuA ♦ DANCE THERAPY - CAre reAMMa
11:30 - 12:00 ♦ MASSAGE THERAPY - £HEiLA CEARA;
♦ SELFMEDICATIONS - ALCOHOL, DRUGS 8C DEPRESSION - TOH VULLER
& TlUA ALECCAUbRlA
12:00 - 12:30 ♦ MEDITATION - TAViViS ViorUEM ♦ BREAK DANCING
DEMO. - KREAC bAUdius CLM
♦ ART THERAPY- PHIL

♦ LIVE BWB MUSIC - flfu/ag

VIATTHIAC

12:30 - 1:00 ♦ HYPNOTHERAPY - LEUUiE GdUT£flUk)G

♦ AROMATHERAPY -

CWRLEM

dem, £ CAUbs

WEAVER

♦ STRESS MANAGEMENT - PEER UGLUJGZS EbudAroRc
1:00 - 1:30 ♦ DREAM INTERPRETATION - TGC&H WOObuARb

♦ LIGHT THERAPY 8C SAD. -

Color Copying

Digital Printing
Scanning
Storing

BEATING THE
WINTER BLUES

JAMEC

31

TRISH HARRIS

1:30 - 2:00 ♦ PET THERAPY - dARiU£ dtoJitJG donPAJJiOKJC
♦ STRESS MANAGEMENT - bAv/ib bAviuo ♦ AROMATHERAPY £HIRLEM donn
2:00 - 2:30 ♦ YOGA - dHRiC HOLLO ♦ HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES LM>JbM Wissc ♦ ANTI-DEPRESSANTS - biAUA ObbE*j»jo
♦ FENCING DEMO. - FEKJ^IU^ au/n
PLUS: FOODS 8c MOODS SAMPLES. FREE MASSAGES. INFO, TABLES,
GIVEAWAYS, ACTIVITIES, MUSIC, DEPRESSION 8c ANXIETY SCREENINGS &• MORE

Emergicare o\ Harrisonburg
is now accepting
applications for a part-time
Medical Receptionist
I evenings a week
1 weekend a month
drop resume oil to
Emergi( are of Harrisonburg
attention Kav

432-9996 Cs*=s
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Are you a
good musician?
*'**OUT OF YOUR BJSS>CC°
PENDRY &
CONSTABLE

Can Help!

Lease your unit today and be
registered for $500.00 in JMU
Bookstore Gift Certificates to
be given away March 15th.
Call today to visit one of our
popular student rentals and
reserve your space for
the '99-2000 school year!

434-1173

Do you want to
share your talents?
If the answer is yes, then the
Contemporary Gospel Singers
need YOU! We are currently looking for
dedicated musicians on the following
instruments: PIANO, KEYBOARD,
PERCUSSION, BASS GUITAR,
LEAD GUITAR
'We are also seeking soprano, alto &
tenor section leaders

Stat

'Madlwon Manor
Madison Square
University Court

lestJCctic
ctions may apply

Travel opportunities & great people who share the common interest
of music and praising the Lord ... what more could you ask for?
Anyone interested or would like to suggest an instrument unlisted,
please contact Keith Cook (Director) at 434-6899

w

*

CROWN CLASSIC
"CAPTAIN'S CHOICE" GOLF TOURNAMENT
SPONSORED BY ZETA TAU ALPHA
BENEFITING THE SUSAN G. KOMEN
BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION
SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1999
LAKEVIEW GOLF COURSE - HARRISONBURG, VA
SIGN UP ON THE COMMONS FEB. 11, 16, AND 17 FROM 11-1 IN TEAMS OF 2 or 4
$55 PER PERSON - CHECKS MADE OUT TO ZETA TAU ALPHA
PRIZES FOR FIRST PLACE, LONGEST DRIVE AND CLOSEST TO THE PIN
,
FROM OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE AND OTHERS
♦♦TOURNAMENT OPEN TO EVERYONE!!^
Questions call Melissa @ 438-1802 or Jennifer @ 568-4121
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TRACK & FIELD
JMU junior Seun Augustus won the Virginia Tech Invitational Pentathlon Friday
in Blacksburg. Augustus compiled a JMU-record 3,488 points. On Saturday, JMU's
team of junior Shontya Bready, sophomore Sarah Burkett, freshman Alisha
Lewis and sophomore Keisha Banks earned sixth place in the distance medley
relay team at the Butler University Cannon IV Classic in Indianapolis. Senior
Stacey Donohue won the 800-meter dash with at time of 2:20.7 at the VMI Winter
Relays also on Friday. The team of senior Tracey Livingood, freshman Waynitra
Thomas, juniors Kim Cheney and Jodi Speth won the distance medley relay.
Sophomore Suzie Hutchins was second in the 800-meter dash.
JMU's men's distance medley team of sophomore Jason Long, senior Paul
Lewis, freshman Rob Montomery and senior Russ Coleman placed third at Butler University.

MEN'S TENNIS
JMU defeated the 10th-ranked team in the region, West Virginia University,
Saturday to improve to 2-0 on the year. Senior Brian Nelson's 6-4, 7-5 win in the
fifth singles match was the deciding singles match. Sophomore Luis Rosado was
victorious 6-2, 6-2 in the top singles match.

MEN'S SOCCER
Kevin Knight was selected in the second round of the Major League Soccer
College Draft yesterday. Knight was chosen by the New York/New Jersey
MetroStars. He was the fourth pick in the second round and 16th overall.

WRESTLING
JMU defeated Old Dominion University 25-13 Friday in Norfolk. The victory
pushed the Dukes record to 3-3 overall and 2-0 in the CAA.
Sophomore Kris Bishop registered JMU's first win of the match at the 165pound weight class. Sophomore Nathan Rickman followed with a 2-1 decision at
174 pounds. Elliot Williams needed two overtimes to defeated the Monarch's
Chris Harrington 2-1 in the 197-pound weight class. Sophomore heavyweight D.J.
Hockman won via major decision. Freshman Mike Jeffry was victorious at 133pounds, junior co-captain Mike Coyle scored a technical fall at 141-pounds and
JMU freshman Jim O'Connor won the night's final match at 149-pounds. Earlier in
the day, JMU easily defeated Norfolk State University 51-6.

FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF DYLAN BOUCHERLE

JMU midfielder Kevin Knight was selected in the second round of the 1999
Major League Soccer College Draft yesterday.

easant (Run
ownnomes
Now Building and Selling Brand New
Townhomes for Fall 1999!
• 4 bedrooms and 2.5 baths
• Eat-in kitchen w/ microwave
• Living room & den
• Approx. 1500 Sq. Ft. of livine space
• Patio or deck w/ storage sned
•JMU Ethernet connection, phone and cable
in each bedroom
i

www.pheasantrun.net
gf (540)801-0660
"""1-877-266-PRUN

1

Adjacent to Purcell Park and
jogging trails, basketball, tennis,
volleyball and picnic area
> Only 1 mile from JMU
Full Size Washers and Dryers

Office Hours
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
And also By Appointment
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HUGO
HUGO

BOSS

Your Free Gift

with any 46.00 or more purchase of HUGO or HUGO Woman

Heat up Valentine's Day with the INNOVATORS CD MUSIC SAMPLER.
It's the hottest tracks and CD ROM from Jennaine Dupri, Kenny Lattimore, Tatyana Ali and More!
Powered by HUGO/HUGO Woman...Exclusively at Belk. While supplies last.

9
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LIFESTYLE
Today's Birthday (Feb. 8) Your
assignment for this year is to learn how to
handle authority figures, how to respect and
admire them, how to give them constructive
criticism, and, finally, how to become one
yourself. You're full of good ideas in
February, but subservience is difficult then.
That'll be easier in March, as will just about
everything else. A lesson to be learned
.i
met Is scheduled for April or
I
You could find the partner of
yourdreains in August, and the career you've
been looking for in November. A friendship
undergoes transformation in December, and
by next January, the pieces all start fitting
together again.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is a
5 — Hang on to your money today.
You'll want to spend it on
something fun, like going skiing.
You might even decide to liquidate
your assets and live on the slopes forever. The
temptations are intense, but the risks are high.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a
^ ^ 5 — Go along with a partner's
^ £S\ whim today, especially if it has to
I / do with your home, family or a
household item. Real estate is also

an adventure to get into only with your and that's important right now. If you don't
partner's support. He or she has strong ideas get anything else done today except setting up
about how things ought to be done, and today your schedule for next month, you'll still be
you'd be a fool to argue.
money ahead. If you hurry into a poorly
planned project, you'll just make more work
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is a for yourself.
5 — While you think you're doing
a great job, you could actually be Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) — Today is a 6
upsetting someone else. Just to be
— Money is your focus today, and
safe, keep checking to make sure
you might as well get aggressive
you're on the right track. You know you arc,
about it. Are you being paid what
but what you're really asking is whether
you're worth? If you're not, it's
you're doing what the other person wants.
nobody's fault but your own. You need to
raise your rates, up your prices or change jobs.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a If your skills are in demand, then people will
6 — This, could be a rough day lor be willing to pay more for them.
some people, but it'll be neat for
you. You've got a grand trine in Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
water signs. You can't look out in
5 — You're strong, determined,
the sky and sec it, but we know that it's there.
energetic, good looking, and you're
At any rate, when this formation happens, you
running into a problem. It looks
get very lucky, and this time you're lucky in
like an intellectual type is giving
love. Make the best of it.
you a world of grief. Luckily, you've got
plenty of support from someone who loves
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 — you. Maybe that's the key. What you can't get
The sun is in Aquarius and the by being pushy, maybe you can get by being
moon is in Scorpio. If you're stuck nice. It's worth a try.
with a problem at home, maybe
what you're missing is advice from Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
a person whose job it is to save money, or
is a 6 — Something you're trying
bring it in. It's not the money you need so
to accomplish is not getting
much right now.
through, as if the other person
simply isn't listening. Perhaps
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) - Today is a 6 you're not communicating effectively. One of
— You may find it difficult to the most important aspects of communication,
think today. You have a tendency of course, is listening. So instead of trying to
to stop and ponder and strategize. explain today, ask leading questions. Ask

what the other person wants.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Today is
^-~zf-j a 6 — Looks like what you and your
(9 i committee want is not available now
L/f/ I Apparently it'll take a little more
planning, a little more research, and
|x>ssibly a few more fundraisers. Don't despair.
Necessity is the mother of invention, and this
dilemma could lead to a brand new idea. Might
as well look at it like thai.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
a 5 — An older person wants to order you
around. That's ridiculous, of
| course. You know everything, but
/??y " this other person doesn't seem to
care. He or she just wants the
power. Once you understand that, the situation
will be easier to deal with. Just say "yes, sir"
or "yes, ma'am," and bow and scrape a bit.
You'll save yourself a lot of trouble.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
6 — You're so idealistic that sometimes it's
difficult to pick one idea and stick
with it. It's easier to focus today,
and as you do (hat, you may
discover there are problems to
overcome between where you are and where
you want to go. Noticing is the first step in
solving those problems, and you can do that.
Start by making a list of them.
-Tribune Media Services

SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children
Erica was baffled when David held back
from helping Vanessa. David quickly
disappeared after it became clear that Joe
would give Vanessa medical attention.
Later, an angry Erica confronted David
and threatened to report his inaction.
Erica didn't buy David's explanations
and it was clear to Erica that David
loathed Vanessa.

Another World
Cass and Lila share an intimate evening
together. Jordan conjures up a ghost Cindy
catches Grant in a lie. Cass is startled by a
familiar face. Lila is forced to return to Matt
after a night of romance with Cass. Alt
finds a new way to stop Amanda's
wedding. Paulina fights her fear of losing
Joe to reveal hoc secret Retny catches Tito
in a place he doesn't belong.
As the World turns
Carly and Brad enjoy their flight on her
private jet, until a disgusted Brad learns
that she changed their plans in order to
follow Jack to Sfew York City. Julia gew
a refill on her pills and recreates her and
Jack's first meeting on the train as they
head to New York. Molly is hurt when
she learns Carly is going to New York
with Brad and brainstorms doing a
segment on Cady and Brad painting die

town red. Kim suggests Molly is
reverting to her old ways of asking for
rejection but agrees to budget the trip.

Emily attacked Carly and accused her of
lying. Bobbie visited Sonny, who realized
Cady had been lying about why she wasn't
able to join Jason as planned.

The Bold and the Beautiful

the TV station to pick up Eve as planned
and watched as she taped Scott and
Lucy's infomercial.
Sunset Beach

Guiding Light
Amber is thrilled when the doctor says
she's having a boy. As she embraces
Rick, Kiraberly fights back tears and
leaves the room. Rick follows her.
Kiraberly tells Rick that she learned
something about Amber today, that she
truly loves the baby and wants a good
life for him. Kimberly tells Rick she's
honored to have known him. Rick says
that he wants her in his life and will still
try to see her sometimes.

In cardiac arrest. Hart manages to say
Dinah's name as Rick and Cassie realize
that Dinah did this to Hart Hart slips into
unconsciousness as Cassie clings to his
side, talking lovingly of the life they're
going to have together. Much to Cassie's
joy and relief. Hart's condition begins to
stabilize and be opens his eyes.

Antonio valiantly tries to find a way out,
but to no avail. Qabi admits that she has
feeling for Antonio. Their emotions come
pouring out as they discuss their
forbidden love for each other, and their
mutual love for Ricardo. Meanwhile,
Ricardo's driven to find a way to rescue
Gabi and Antonio. Although Ricardo and
Carmen refuse to give up, the fire chief
holds out little hope.

One Ufe to Live

The Young & the Restless
Days of Our livjes
Vivian plans her revenge on Stefano.
Celeste, however, doesn't think it's such
as good idea because no one ever seems
to win when it comes to Stefan Dimera.
Vivian reminds Celeste of the humiliation
Stefano has put her through. And there's
no way she's going to let him get away
with iL Later, Vivian concocts a potent
martini for Stefano.
General Hospital
Edward believed Catty's claim mat Jason
had kidnapped Michael, but AJ needed a
httte more convincing The Quattermaines
called Taggert to investigate and a livid

Viki bad another cryptic dream in which
Mel told her she was at a crossroads and
had some important decisions to make.
Viki sought peace through her work, but
Kevin and Joey convinced her to go
home. While out on a drive to clear her
head, Viki was surprised to find herself at
the road she dreamed about.
Port Charles
Lucy and Scott decided to go ahead with
the taping of their infomercial, but were
put in a bind when they learned that their
model was ill. Later, Scon ran into Eve
and asked her to fill in for the model. A
desperate Lucy reluctantly agreed to let
Eve be in her mfbmercial. Kevin went to

Nick tells Niki he wants a transfer because
he just wants to get away from Sharon. He
is still whining and doesn't believe that
Sharon will ever forgive him. Nina is
delighted by Ryan's questions about her
newly discovered krve life. Christine goes
to see Millie and assures her they will fight
for Cassie all the way. Neil tells Cailie to
stay away from Malcolm if she cares about
bira at all. Malcolm suffers brain seizures
after briefly becoming conscious, then
slipping away again.
-Tribune Media Services
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Web Dorm opens
room to world
WEB DORM, from page 5
Mahoney said WchDomi.com plans to start
broadcasting in the Great Lakes region by
the end of next week. The company's next
Uxration then depends on student responses
in other regions.
'This has been a great way to get a true
glimpse into the lives of college students,"
Mahoney said.
JMU students reacted to the Web page in
a variety of ways — from apathy to enthusi-

WEB DORM
INTERESTED IN BEING A WEB
DORMER'?
Call 1.888.522.8988 or log onto
www.webdorm com to apply.
_
asm.
JMU freshman Jennifer Zienty said Web
Dorm seems pointless to her.
"1 know I wouldn't want someone monitoring what I do every second of the day,"
she said.
But some JMU students said they are
interested in applying to be a WebDormer.
"I've always wanted to be on 'Real
World,' so I'd have no problems doing it,"
sophomore Laura Hunt said. "It seems like
it needs to have some more benefits,
though."
Any student can apply to be a
"WebDormer" online at vnvw.weMorm.com.
Students are required to fill out two applications, send in a picture and fill out a small
biography.
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Viofin Vafentine

HAVE YOUR FLOWERS DEUVERED WITH A UVE VIOLIN
ACCOMPANIMENT BY ANTHONY VANPELT.
DELIVERIES SAT FEB. 13.

FOIST

$25.00

600 F UNIVERSITY BLVD
►CT TO COSTCOl

433-3352

LIMITED AVAILABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

A 4>* ^tV /T

Jesus Christ was a liar.
Either that or a complete raving lunatic. Oh yeah, there's one
other option (and only one): He was and is God, just as he claimed.
Many people prefer to think he was a good moral teacher,
but if you think through it, that's not logically possible. Jesus, in
the midst of a fiercely monotheistic culture, through his actions
and overt statements claimed to be God in the flesh.
If the claim was false, then either Jesus knew that, or he
didn't. If it was false and he knew it, then by his intentional
deception he has scammed the world with the greatest hoax ever
conceived. Liars don't tend to make particularly good moral
teachers.
If, on the other hand, he honestly was convinced in his own
mind that he was God (and wasn't) then it's pretty clear that he
was a lunatic. If your roommate really thought she was God,
what would you think of her?
The only remaining possibility, as implausible as it sounds, is
that the claim was true: Jesus really is God. He really does love
you. And he really can forgive your sins.
Liar, Lunatic, or Lord. Can you think of another option?

What do von believe?
Campus Crusade for Christ • Thursdays at 8:00pm • PC Ballroom
email: club-crusade@jmu.edu

.^
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COMICS
Muffin/Nora McVittie
DOESN'T \TSvcK 'TftUFF KJ3SH3viMG- SHE" SEEMEb TOfif
ToBE ^ 3 PROBLEM W»TM1H is. F-i^DffsJG- VFRV GOOD
> UN MOTIVATED? 4 :6RUNTT^ iT LOCKS so PvEaSOMS TO'SLEEP* M
COLD OUT "ToD3^

3MDSKi> CL3SS.

rjoRTUKj3TBLN/,7HB 0£CiS>'od
COULD Be PUT OFF FOR 3
LiTTLE" L.OMG-ER.

OH, THiS BEt> I'S
So coMFoeiaBi ^/

Comic courtesy of Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 Biblical twin
5 New Mexico art
colony
9 Kill, old-style
14 Foot woe
15 "_ Karenina"
16 Of ocean molion
17 Lulu
19 Knot on a tree
20 Actor Merlin
21 Caught
23 $100
25 Supervised
29 Division into
factions
32 Move
emotionally
34 Even score
35 Lump of dirt
36 Very small
38 British jails
40
stone
42 Recipient of a
promised
donation
44 Comment to the
audience
45 Quarry
47 Contender
48 Functional quill
49 Come up short
51 Set in the proper
position

53 More tense
55 Carvey and
Andrews
57 Willowy
59 Hindu grouping
63 Frankie of The 4
Seasons
66 First arrival
68 S shaped
moldings
69 Role for Ron
Howard
70
back (relaxed)
71 Hangman's knot
72 Requirement
73 TV award
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

DOWN
Reverberation
Spirit
Weapons
In doubt
Brown in the sun
Feeling of anxiety
Unity
Poet Teasdale
Noted
dragon-slayer
Objects to
Director Lupino
Pipe buildup
Building addition
Rustic holels

22
24
26
27

Slugger's slat
Overlook
Cheap cigar
Actress
Brerlnan
28 Negev or Namto
29 Abrade
30 Shut
31 Watering
33 Category
37 Faucets
39 Prudent
41 Broadcast
43 Mt. Holyoke's
founder
46 Bureaucratic
obstacles
50 Bauxite or
pyrite
52 Slightly blue
54 Wight and Man
56 F.O.E. chapter
58 Ponce de_
60 IhaHand, once
61 Neat and tidy
62 Water whirl
63Erich_
Stroheim
64 Gone by
65 Actor McKerri
67 Went first
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The Breeze needs comic strips that are funny!
If you have a funny comic strip that you would like to see in the
Breeze, please bring a few samples to:
The Breeze
c/o Graphics Editor
Anthony-Seeger Hall, basement
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Need to complete the
therapy you started at
home during the holidays?

HAKES
PADS OR SHOES
AND INSTALLATION

STUDY ABROAD IN KOREA!!
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to
Yonsei University in Seoul, Korea for Fall 1999 and Spring 2000.
Requirement: minimum 3.0 GPA
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board to Yonsei University!

•Sports Medicine
•Splint Fabrication
WE WILL FILE YOUR
INSURANCE CLAIMS
ALL FORMS OF
PAYMENT ACCEPTED
BLUE SHIELD/KEY ADVANTAGE
PARTICIPANT

per axle
after rebate

■

To apply, or for more information, contact:

BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

XJ

TtUDAS*

Cheryl Tobler
Assistant Director
toblerca@jmu.edu
568-6273

564-1600
282 University Blvd.
Behind Valley Mall

755-F Cantrell Ave.
(Next To Hardees)
Harrisonburg, VA

432-6623

Dr. Chong Yoon
Professor of History
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-3607

JMU Office of International Education, Hi Merest House 2nd Floor,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

NVR, INC. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Management Trainee

Sales/Marketing

NVR, Inc. is one of the largest homebuilders and financial service companies in the nation with revenues approximately $1.5
billion annually with almost 3,000 employees making the American dream come true for hundreds of thousands of families since
1948. We have operations in major cities along the East Coast from New York to South Carolina and Tennessee. As one of the
nation's largest homebuilders, we are in a position to offer you an excellent career opportunity. There is a wealth of opportunity
for career growth with the company, as evidenced by the fact that 90% of our mangers have been promoted within.
Build Your Future with NVR, Inc.
Sign-ups will be open on February 18, 1999. Sign-up on the WEB RSA.
Please register at the Career Center for on campus recruiting.

/ /

Information session to be held on Sunday, February 21, 1999, Taylor Hall,
Room 304 from 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Interviews to take place on Monday, February 22, 1999
Management Trainee

Sales/Marketing

• An entry-level managerial position overseeing the entire building process
of millions of dollars worth of homes
• Responsibilities of construction consulting, quality control, customer
relations and budget management
»Enjoy working outdoors
'12-18 month Corporate Training Program involving technical and managerial
skills
Enjoy the satisfaction of completing the construction of an entire community
of homes

• Advancement to upper management
• A 3-6 month Corporate Training Program
• Advancement to Sales Representative
• An earning potential of $60K+
• Responsibilities of demonstrating model home, mortgage qualification
and contract negotiations
• Outstanding incentive program including company paid vacations
• Advancement opportunities to upper management

http://www.ryanhomesnvr.com/

NVHomes

Ryan Homes

NVR Mortgage

The Breeze
Monday, Feb. 8, 1999
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
3, 4, or 8 BR Units Available
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 5404319676.
3 Bedroom Townhouse, CantraN
Avenue - University Court. Large
deck, microwave, washer, dryer,
furnished, $250 - $270. 3
Bedrooms University Place lurnished. excellent condition,
$230 ■ $240. July or August 1999,
540432*993.
Hunter's Ridge Luxury Loft available June 1, 1999 through
May 31. 2000. $1.400/mo. No
waiting list. Call Jordan, owner/
agent at 564-1388.
OFFCA M PUSHOUSING.COM
Mt. view Heights
Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Terrace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
Country Club Court
Funkhouser & Associates

Property Management, Inc.
434-5150
F.MO
Room In House - $180/mo. neg.
Private enterance. Pets OK. Ten
minute wait to campus. 4338625.
Ask (or Kristen.
4 Bedroom House - 65 W.
Fairview, 2 baths. 2 kitchens. 2
living areas, VV/O, August lease,
$940/mo. 4330984. after 5 p.m.

J-M Apartments
*34-lB47(9ajn.5Djn.)
2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person

•

4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apis near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closes! complexes lo J M U'
Owner/Manager
The good apts. go first,
so come by and see us!
Female Graduate Students and
Female Upper Classmen - Group
Ratesl Rooms with private baths
phone hook-ups. kitchen, living
room, and dining room privileges
Utilities furnished, except phone.
Located eight miles east of Valley
Mall at McGaheysvllle Large
spacious rooms. Grandiose view of
Massanutten Mts. Five minutes
from ski slopes. Available now
Call 540298-8875.
Medtaoa Manor Bedroom - for rent
n townhouse. $150, temate Deference
Furnished, W/D, amentities. and
water/sewer included, 8336104.

FOR SALE
Rocktown Brewers - Homebrewing
supplies. 52 E. Market St
downtown. 4328799.
19B7 Honda Prelude - 5 speed.
$1,500. Good condition. 432O079.
Hearts, Boxes. Handmade Paper
VaJsnttnas - Gift & Thrift 227 N. Main.

Roommate Needed ■ Grad.
student, grad. age. Non-smoker.
Call 5404805757.

Nintendo 64 • 2 controllers. 6
games, memory pack, rumble
pack. $235/o.b.o. 5685347.

Beet Kept Townhouse - Furnished 4
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, microwave,
a/c, pool, tennis, available August
1,1999. Call 434-3790.

HELP WANTED

Hunter's Ridge Apartment - with 3
female housemates. Your own
bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen.
$200/mo. E-mail spariies9mirit.net.
207-7789545.
U-Place Three Bedroom - two
bathrooms, furnished, water
included. 432-1494.
Nags Head, NC - Get vour group
together early. Relatively new
house in excellent condition,
fully furnished, washer and
dryer, dishwasher, central a/c.
Available May 1 through August
31. Sleeps 8, $2,200 per month,
757 8501532.
Hunter's Ridge Sublease - 1336-L
lor summer months, Call Randy,
4388335.
Unlverstty Place - 3 bedrooms. 2,
baths, furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 for one year. Bedroom
with private bath, $260; share
bath, $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required. 433*822.
Room For Rent - Ashby Crossing,
pnee negotiable. Call Sean.
757-229-2717.
Cit»jeKajK.AshljyCwss»«1210F
one room available Immediately.
Clean, carpeted with a/c, full size
bed. Share bathroom with one
person. Water, sewer, and basic
cable included. Rent $255/mo.
Security deposit $75. Lease January
until August 1999. Call Ashby
Crossing at 540432-1001 or Tara
at 540662-0634.
Female Student Needed - to share

Cam Up to $600 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1 504-646-1700,
Dept. V*4806.
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452 7679.
Cleaning Person - for faculty
member's house. Car required.
5683068.
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics. VCRs. TVs,
home and car stereos, PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics,
4348800.
Cruise Ship Employment - Workers
earn up to $2,000+ /month (w/tips
& benefits). World Travel! Landtour jobs up to $5,000 $7.000/summer. As-k us how!
,517-338-4235. Ext.'t)53252.
Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont Girls' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seeks
counselors/activity instructors. Visit
www. camppage. com/lochearn
for available positions or contact
1«)02358659.
Lochearn@earthlink. net
Internet User? Online shopping
mall, pre launch phase. Earn
money now, start career early. Call
Development Marketing. 801-9857,
for an interview.
Club Manager Positions - Work in
a great environment at a summer
community swim club in the Northern
Virginia area. Great experience
challenges you and prepares you
for future endeavors. Opportunity
for career contacts. Some experience
necessary, 703-323-9334.

$7 Per Hour Plus $150 Per Month housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina, (Nags Head). Call
Dona for application and housing
info. 800662 2122.
Free Radk> ♦ $1,2501 Fund-raiser
open to student groups 4
organizations. Earn $3 • $5 per
Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our web site. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1800932-0528 x 65
w"w.ocmconcepts.com
Earn S1.000 On Campus This
Semester! So you think you know
who the best students are on
campus? Well pay you $1,000 to
help us find them. Phone TASP
International and we'll tell you how
you can make great money by
finding great people for our
company. Call 800829-4777.
Make Big Money Over
Spring Break!
UREC is looking for two lifegaurds
to work March 9 March 12.
Competitive Pay
8 hours per day
Submit applications to Nicole Dlstel
MSC 3901 or call 5688714.
Earn Extra Cash! Make your owri
hours! Responsible students to
market/manage Citibank promotions
on campus. Free giveaways!
Earn $400+/week. Call JoAnn at
18CO-9508472, ext. 117.
Summer Jobs - Charlottesville,
Northern Virginia. College students work with people your own age.
Local & Long distance movir^. $8 $10/hr. 1-8007668831.
studentsenicesmoving.com
University Parking Services - is
currently
seeking
students
interested in working for the Parking
Staff. Visit our office located
in Shenandoah Hall, e-mail
yafeswci^imu.edu or call 5686105
for more information.
Llfegaurd - The RMH Wellness
Center is seeking a certified
Lifeguard to work on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings from
7:45 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. To
apply, please call Brian Clark
at 564 5694.

LOST & FOUND
Women's High School Class Ring last semester, found near Chandler
Hall. Call Steve, 4382379.
Found Black CO Holder - Anthony
Seeger parking lot. Call to identify,
5686127.
Lost Diamond Solitaire Necklace if found, please call Katherine,
4382167.
■

• *
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SERVICES
Custom Printed TShkts - Professional
screenprinters since 1981.
Competitive rates. Free shipping.
Quick Turnaround. 800272 2066.
cultureworks.com
8.9 cents mln. Long Distance In/out of state, six second ncrements.
no line fees, no surcharge calling
cards. 18004759266.
Code 111036.
Fast Web Hosting- PWT offers plans
from $19.95 per month. You receive
20 e-mail accounts, 90 MB storage.
24/7 tech support, and more! Call
438 3560 or 1 877-223-3560.
www. theburg. net/pwt. htm

MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS
INFO. SESSIONS
Open to AN Majors
FWOAT, FEB. 12. 1130 em ml 12 p.m.
Showknr Hall, Room 221
0«t real IH. aajSJjSjaj this summer.
www. furffonpafnters.com
Professional a Affordable Web
Site Design - PWT offers sites
from $65. Get your business online fast, advertise 24/7, online
store set-up, and more! Call
438-3560 or 1-87 7-223 3560.
www.theburg.net/pwt.htm

Discover Card

canCUn vyn
Jamaica wn
Bahamas vs?
FtarWa

Cruise $279
5 days. Most Meats. Free Parties, induces laaes

Panama $119

City -BoanMk. n*a, n> Smtrae a ■*•*

Jamaica
$439
1 Niffus. Aar » Hotel

NOTICE

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen next
to clubs! 7 parties! Daytona $149!
South Beach $129! Cocoa Beach
$149! springbreaktravel.com
18006786386.
Spring Break '99, Panama City
Beach - The Boardwasi Beach Resort
Spring Break Headquarters.
Packages from $39 per person.
Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela.
Host of Sports Illustrated Beach
Club. Call now! 1-80O224-GULF.
www. springbreakhq. com
Washington Spring Break '99 - to
Cancun from $349. 7 nights. 14 free
meals. Call free, 1 800-244 4463.
Vls« our web site mwv.ooiggetou's.ccirr]
»1 Spring Break '99 Vacations!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun A
Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459.
Panama City Beach $129. Book
now & receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored* video!
1-80O234-7007
www. endlesssummerxours.com

Spring Bret* Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses m the US «n 1998 to be
'ecofnuxd tor outstano«nf ctMcs by
Council of Better Business Bureaus'

Bahamas Party

Compute Pnbtarra? pwr offers speoa
stdat rate. The buest gaantsed. and we
arretopj Cat43B35e0cr 18772233560.

For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at 1800533-5501.

SPRING
BREAK!

Cancun
$399
1 hejiu. A* • Hotel
CAMPUS REPS WANTED
APPLY ONLINE !

18002347007

Spring Break TravotOur 12th Year!
1-800-678-6386

vwww.encHessauminprtoufs com

SPRINGBREAK

Party with the best!
Cancun Ntiico
i,.,,J4l9
Montego Bay Jamaica tm $419
Negril Jamaica
ton. $489
Panama CHy Bch. Fl i ■<:''
Daytona Bed, FL
i»» $169

Jiaavsi
Isaavicaa
Call today! Space It limited
1 IOOMI-4l4»
wwwihlr«rl IM
On-Campus contact

Katie §

Chris @

540-4338119

540-568-7453

Cancun. Bahamas, Panama Ctty
Get free parties with USA Spring
Break! Call 1-888-777-4642 to
book your trip today!
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 nights $279! Includes
meals & free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaktravel.com
18006786386
Spring Break Snow Bash - at
Snowshoe,
Mountain.
WVa.!!
Snowshoe's college scene is one of
the hottest in ski country! Spend
spring break with friends on & off the
slopes during parties, comedy
shows, crazy events (like inflatable
animal racing), prizes & much morel
Earn Snow Bucks by participating in
events, then use them to bid on new
skis, snowboards. & more during
the Snow Buck Auction! Great
Package prices only for students!
Call 304-572-5252 or check out
snowshoemtn.com for info!

CANCUN
NASSAU
JAMAICA
150% Lowest Price
Guaranteed!
Blowout Allinclusive Specials!
Discounts Up to
$100!

CLASS Travel
800-838-6411
www.classtravel.com

#1 Panama Ctty Vacations • Free
parties no cover Best beachfront
hotels from $129. Free "Spring
Break Uncensored" video!

18002347007
www. endlesssummertours. com
Spring Break Beaches - Daytona.
Panama City, Padre, Miami.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, etc.
All the popular hot spots. Best
hotels, prices, parties. Browse
www.icpt.com. Reps earn cash,
free trips. Call Inter-Campus
800-327 6013. •

PERSONALS

Alpha Kappa Psi
Congratulates the
Rho Pledge Class!
Evelyn Abbott
David Bruderle
Tara Colwell
Sean Doherty
Scott Eucker
Michelle Hammonds
Courtney Hawkins

Jeff Hubert
Reshma Ketkar
Jessica Nakles
Juli Peterson
Sarah Reagan
Andrea Riley
Scott Root
Brianna Rovegno
Daniel Tudor

Payan Yazdani

Send a Valentine
Classified Ad
to your
Sweetheart!
568-6127
Subscriptions to

The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third class mail.
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of
The Breeze'
Please send your name.
address & money to:

The Breeze
MSC 6805,Anthony
Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

TO KELLY WHALEN ON BEING NIAMED THE NEXT
MANAC3NG EDITOR OF THE BREEZE!

ODNCRATULIJ^TIONS
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The Apartments At Southview And The Commons
Both Come Complete With Built In Microwave Ovens.

Vwknnkj

' C

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stop by T(te Commons, South View and Stone §ate (Rentaf
offices, or caff432-0600, and make a move to Cuxuryl
,

